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INTRODUCTION

GENERAL STATEMENT
The study or analysis of any Lranch of Southwestern
culture cannot be adequately treated without first defining
the area or field to be considered.

The archaeological

area included under the tern "Southwest" is somewhat dif
ferent than the geographical area.
The archaeological Southwest is that region included
in the states of Arizona, New Mexico, southwestern Colorado,
southern Utah and Nevada, eastern California, western Texas
in the United States and the northern parts of the states
of Chihuahua and Sonora in Mexico.

The area is for the

main part a high arid plateau with contrasting desert and
mountain regions.

It may be further described as the home

of the ancient Pueblo peoples, their more nomadic ancestors,
and their few modern descendants.
The people that once inhabited the Southwest went
through progressive periods of development from a purely
nomadic stage to a semi-nomadic, semi-sedentary one and
thence to a strictly sedentary life.

As they spread over

the area in the United States they gradually settled around
four great drainage systems, the San Juan, the Little Colo
rado, the Gila, and the Rio Grande, and the drainage basins
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of Chihuahua and Sonora in Mexico.

Each locality develop

ed traits peculiar unto itself yet each retained those
characteristics which related it to the whole.
The ancient inhabitants of the Southwest were truly a
prehistoric people in that they had no written language or
recorded history.

The greater portion of the reconstruc

tion of their history must then fall to the archaeologist
and can only be made through a study of the material re
mains .

Fortunately for those concerned with the pre-Col

umbian history and development of. these people the climatic
conditions in this area are, and have been, exceedingly
conducive to the preservation of all manner of man-made
artifacts.

From these remains investigators have been able

to trace and classify the gradual steps of development of
material culture.

There is still some doubt and uncertain

ty as to the earlier chronology and still considerable dis
sension among the leading authorities as to the proper term
inology to apply to the classification; nevertheless, there
is a generally recognized sequence of culture periods.
These general periods each have certain distinguishing
characteristics recognized by everyone no matter what des
criptive terms or classification they may apply to them.
The classification to be used in this paper is that pro
posed and used by Dr. Cummings, since it is the writer’s
opinion that this classification is more consistent with
the bases laid down for the construction of a descriptive
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chronology.

■

In a study of archaeology or man*s prehistory it is
"brought out that one of the most fundamental contributions
to the development of culture and civilization was the in
vention of pottery.

With this invention man was enabled to

increase his food supply thereby giving him a more secure
economic foothold.

With the gain of that foothold he was

enabled to spend more time on the development of his mater
ial and social culture.
When pottery was invented is not known but from evid
ence at hand it is supposed that this event took place some
time in the transition between the Paleolithic and neolith
ic ages.

Such a useful artifact necessarily spread very

fast and pottery became one of the characteristic features
of the Neolithic age the world over.

To apply the terminal

ogy of the European sequence to all cultures is merely at
this instance to give some sort of understanding as to the
general culture period discussed.
The classification of prehistoric peoples must nec
essarily be made primarily on such remnants of their mater
ial culture as have been preserved.

Stone artifacts offer

the best medium for classification in that stone is a
natural product and to a greater degree non-destruetible.
Second to stone, pottery is the best preserved of all man’s
artifacts for it is constructed to hold water, the most
damaging of all the elements to manufactured materials.
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Hot only does pottery preserve well /but man added to its
protection, in innumerable instances, "by "burying it with
his dead;

Because of its stability pottery offers an ex

cellent basis for classification.

Because it offers such

an excellent field for artistic expression the classifica
tion can be carried to a greater extreme.

Is a field of

expression it reflects development, influence and change
in culture, and contact of one people with another.

It

will readily be seen that a systematic analysis and class
ification of pottery types the world over will, to a cer
tain extent, place in categories of culture, development,
and relationship to one another the prehistoric races of
mankind.
To be able to reach such a classification each cul
ture must be understood first.

Since each culture is div

ided into areas of development and these in turn sub-div
ided again and again the picture must be built from the
bottom up;

The Southwest United States, as our example,

is one of the many culture areas of the American complex.
An analysis of its pottery types must be made through an
analysis of the wares of each locality that goes to make
up the area.

When the wares of each locality have been

analyzed and compared, the picture of the whole can be
pieced out.

Then, and then only, will the Southwestern

complex be ready to take its place in the reconstruction
of the American sequence.

The picture of the whole, in
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other words, cannot be appreciated or understood without
an intimate knowledge of its more minute details.
In this paper I will undertake an analysis of those
wares in the Southwest that made use of incised decoration.
The purpose of the study is to try and reconstruct a
sequence that will aid in arriving at the general South
western sequence.
Before proceeding further, it is best to make clear
and concise just what is meant by incising as it is used
in describing a ceramic decorative technique.

Incising,

as the term is used in this paper, is the decoration of
pottery by cutting lines through the surface while the
vessel is still in a plastic state and prior to firing.
Incising is-differentiated from gouging in that the former
outs into the surface, while the latter digs into the sur
face removing a portion of the clay in the process.

It is

differentiated from engraving in that incising cuts through
the vessel surface while it is still in a plastic, state
whereas engraving is done on the surface of a fired vessel
and usually cut into the painted design of a piece without
going through the surface at all.
It is typical of what we may term Heolithie pottery
the world over that it makes use of incising for decora
tion and that incising precedes painted decoration.

The

Beolithic pottery of Europe, Africa, and the eastern Med
iterranean area used incising to a great extent in carrying
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out the decorative motifs.

The Neolithic pottery of Europe

is divided into five rough Glasses.

Each class is character

ized by incised decoration, either cut with a sharp in
strument or made by pressing cords into the plastic clay
surface of a vessel.
Throughout the New World there is found a fairly high
percentage of incised pottery.

In the Mound Builder area

and the southeastern United States, in Mexico, Central Amer
ica and the West Indies, the percentage is so high as to
make incised ware a pottery type.

The sequences are still

rather vague and it is necessary that each area be class
ified systematically.

To determine the importance of in

cising as a decorative technique in the American culture
complex demands careful analysis of each area.
THE PROBLEM
The problem to be considered here, as stated before,
is the analysis and classification of those wares of the
Southwest Culture Area that made used of incised decora
tion.

The position of the wares in relation to other

Southwestern ceramics will be considered as will their
origin, sequences, and the influence they had as earlier
wares on later methods of decoration.
The analysis of the problem is merely the basis for
the investigation of a still larger problem, the aspects
l.Cleland, "Our Prehistoric Ancestors'*, chap. III, p. 94.
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of which will he discussed somewhat briefly at the end of
the paper.
THE SOURCES OF MATERIAL
In the analysis the following sources of material were
employed:
The collections in:
1)

The Arizona State Museum, Tucson, Arizona.

2)

The Smoki Public Museum, Prescott, Arizona.

3)

The Gila Pueblo, Globe, Arizona.

Written reports in:
1)

The University of Arizona Library, Tucson,
Arizona.

2)

The Seminar Library, Department of Archae
ology, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.

3)

Public Library of the Smoki Public Museum,
Prescott, Arizona.

The personal observations of the writer of various
sites and excavations.
TREATMENT
As the paper is to deal with a special pottery type a
short summary of the probable origin and the methods of
manufacture and decoration of Southwestern ceramics will
be given.

The classification and means of tracing pottery

sequences will be considered as a basis for the methods em
ployed in this paper, and the importance of tracing such
sequences will be briefly discussed.
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In the analysis of the wares themselves they will he
considered on the basis of paste, form, decoration, dis
tribution, and position in the pottery sequence.
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METHODS OF MANUFACTURE AND DECORATION OF POTTERY

The study of any phase of the field of ceramics is
"better understood if one knows the methods of manufacture
and decoration that went into the production of that art.
The following "brief synopsis of those methods is made in
order to give a more intelligent basis to the discussion
of the pottery types to be analyzed here.
The first question that is raised in a study of the
evolution of pottery manufacture in the Southwest is one
of origin.

Was pottery an independent invention of the

inhabitants of this region or was the art introduced
through contact with a more highly developed culture?

To

go into the entire aspects of both sides of the argument
is impossible, so a few of the major points advanced by
both sides will be presented.
In the San Juan area of northeastern Arizona the
evolution of pottery from its earliest unfired proto-types
may be traced.

Before they had pottery the people made use

of gourd containers, which, though small, were capable of
holding liquids.

It is reasonable to suppose that these

gourd containers might easily have been the inspiration for
making vessels of clay.

In the latter part of the Cave

Period, before man had learned to construct permanent shel
ters, the first attempts were made to mould containers of
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©lay.

These were crude unfired dishes that would naturally

melt on contact with water.

There is nothing in their

shape or manufacture that would point to the art having
"been adopted from another people.

Instead, their very

nature would argue for an indigenous origin.

Furthermore,

the development can be traced from these earliest begin
nings, through every tiny phase up to the finest wares
that were made in the Southwest.

All these points are

used to support the theory that pottery did have an in
dependent origin.

Furthermore, if these people had any

contacts with another culture, it must have been with the
Mexican cultures to the south.

At the time that pottery

appears on the Southwest culture horizon there were sev
eral highly developed and civilized tribes in Mexico who
had the heritage of centuries of highly specialized cer
amics behind them.

Why then, if the Southwestamers

adopted the art from these people, did they go through the
natural evolutionary steps that inevitably follow independ
ent invention, and develop an art that we may say is dis
tinctly Southwestern in all its oharacteristics?

The

answer to this question is surely a very logical one.

It

must be held in mind that culture traits found in extreme
peripheries were not borrowed by the peripheral people out
right, but reached them through gradual transmission from
one people to another, and that in the progress of this
transmission or diffusion the trait undergoes severe mod
ifications, changes, and loses a lot in the process.

There
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fore, it may reach the periphery in an almost unrecognisable
state; -

•

:■

Mexico, as evidenced by the work at Cuicuilco, had
developed very good pottery at a very early date.

With the

Yalley-of Mexico as a great cultural center it is only
natural that bordering.cultures would profit by the arts
developing in that valley;

The further out the arts spread

the cruder they became by virtue of less contact with the
center of development.

By the time that pottery reached

the Southwestern region there is no doubt but what many of
the finer points of technique of manufacture had been lost.
What seems to be most likely is that only the idea that
vessels could be made of clay ever reached the San Juan
area, which would account for the crude, unfired dishes.
Whether firing was another idea that gradually filtered in
or whether it was an accidental discovery will probably
never be known.

Another point that should be introduced

here is the fact that pottery foliowed agriculture; and the
first agricultural product that these people had was corn;
and corn, as we know, was developed from the native Mexican
plant called teocintli.

The Southwestemers undoubtedly

borrowed corn from the Mexicans.

If corn came from Mexico

at an earlier date than the manufacture of pottery, then it
is only reasonable to suppose that these people must have
received the idea of the ceramic art from that locality
also.

The reason for the development of characteristics
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of that art peculiar unto the Southwest is easily explained
by the great distance of this area from the center of cul
ture and the lack of direct contact with the parent culture.
Also, it would seem that the ancient Southwesterners were
innately artistic and the genius and skill of the native
artists would account for a distinctly local ware.

These

are a few of the major arguments presented and will suffice
for the purpose here.
As was stated the first vessels to be made of clay
were crude, unfired containers.

Ho effort was made, due

to lack of skill and knowledge, to mold anything worth
while and the resulting pieces were merely shallow dishes
fashioned out of a lump of clay with heavy temping, if it
could be called that, of straw, grass, or cedar bast.

It

is quite probable that the first vessels had no tempering
at all and cracked open in drying due to lack of binder.
This step in the manufacture of pottery was taken as we
have said in the latter part of the Cave Period.
The second step came in the Circular Pithouse Period
when the first fired pottery was made.
great stride was made in the art.

Thus, the first

The first fired vessels

were little or no better than their unfired proto-types
for the cedar bast or grass temper burned out during the
firing process and left great holes in the walls.
first true temper m s

So the

introduced in the form of sand.

Knowing no more than they did about the art, the potters
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overdid the tempering and the result was coarse pasted,
heavily sand-tempered vessels that were rough and crumbly
on both the exterior and. interior.

These were molded and

the nature of the clay caused the walls to be thick and
heavy in order to stand up.

Ho attempt was made at first

to smooth the surface of the walls.

Perhaps, as is some

times shown, the vessel was started in a basket or an un
fired container and gradually built up by adding great
hunks or strips of clay.

If the vessel was to be small ,

it was undoubtedly worked out from a single lump of clay.
There was little attempt made to fashion anything of beauty
and the result was crude, heavy containers with heavy, un
even walls, and the surfaces were rubbed down somewhat to
make them more smooth and even.
'The Transitional Pithouse Period saw the introduction
of the method that revolutionized the pottery industry;
the introduction of coiling*

However, until towards the

later phases of this period the coiling was restricted to
the necks of vessels alone.

The body of the vessel con

tinued to be built up by the molded method but was better
smoothed and more evenly shaped.

The neck coils were not

obliterated and thus gave the term applied to this ware of
"coiled-neck” or "banded-neck" vessels.

Tempering was

better, the potters employing finer sand, ground sandstone,
or limestone.
By the beginning of the;Rectangular Pitho use Period
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entire vessels were being made by the coiled method.

By

coiling we mean that long strips of clay were taken and
coiled around and around, the vessel shape being secured
through gradually widening or constricting the coils.

Each

coil as it was laid on was pinched or pressed to the one be
low; the coils were continuous.

Sometimes the coils were

left as they were, thus giving a decorative effect to the
pot.

The usual method came to be to smooth the coils out,

that is to obliterate them and leave the walls smooth and
even.

Polishing came in, this being effected by rubbing

the surface patiently with a small smooth stone until It
took on a sheen or glossy texture.
this period was to add a slip.

Another step taken in

Slipping a vessel is to

give it a bath or a wash of liquid clay after the surface
is smoothed over with a stone in order to make the texture
uniform.
The Rectangular Pithouse Period saw the introduction
of the most specialized and unique of all the Southwestern
pottery types; a type made by a method peculiar to this
area.

This pottery has been called the corrugated or in

dented coil ware, the latter term being the more descrip
tive.

As the term suggests, the pottery was made by the

coiled method.

As the potter laid the coil, she pinched

It to the coil below, either with her finger or by indent
ing or punching with some blunt or sharp-pointed instru
ment.

The finished vessel then had a corrugated effedt
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that was quite decorative. ;It has been thought that per
haps this ware or method of decoration was suggested by the
coiled basketry common to the Southwest from a very early
period.

Some of the most excellent pottery was made hy

this method.

.

In practically all the areas outside of the Gila, coil
ing became the most popular and practically the only method
used in the construction of pottery.

In the Gila, however,

another method was considerably in vogue.

This is the

paddle and anvil method that was used especially in the
construction of Red-on-Buff.

The method used was to pad

dle the vessel into shape by striking the exterior wall
with:a small paddle against the spot supported by a handstone held against the inner wall.

The clay was added in

coils or strips and then paddled down.

It is not known

definitely when this method made its appearance in the Gila
as an analysis of the Red-on-Buff wares preceding the Early,
or Colonial, phase has not been made to determine the
method used in construction.
The preparation of the clay was as important as the
construction of the vessel itself.

Ill prepared clay could

not yield itself to careful molding and the resulting piece
would be crude and poor in quality*

We have shown that the

first vessels were made of crude unprepared clay and employ
ed a binding or temper of grass or cedar bast.

The intro

duction of firing forced the potters to substitute a more
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suitable temper and sand was the result.

It soon became

obvious that for the vessel walls to be durable and for
them to be capable of being worked down preparatory to
decoration that the clay would have to be fine grained and
even in texture.

Coarse sand gave a bumpy surface and made

the wall exteriors rough and crumbly.

Gradually the pot

ters learned to work over the crude clay gathered from the
beds, grinding it down until fine and removing all coarse
particles either by winnowing or carefully picking over, or
both.

When the clay itself was ready for use the temper

was added.

Temper as used in the best pottery consisted of

very fine sand or ground rock as sandstone and limestone.
The best temper used though was ground potsherds.

This

gave a very fine material that acted as an excellent ad
hesive.

After thoroughly mixing the clay and temper water

was added to make a dough, the resultant mixture was knead
ed until the right stage of plasticity was reached.

The

dough was kept in condition by wrapping in a damp cloth •
and pinched^ off and used as needed.
After the vessel was made the surface was smoothed
down while still damp and the piece then set in the shade
to dry.

Such decoration as was to be done in incising,

gouging, and scoring was, of course, applied while the olay
was still in a plastic stage.

When a vessel was completely

dry and hard, it was often taken and polished with a stone.
A vessel might be polished and then slipped, polished and
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not slipped, smoothed, not polished and slipped, or simply
left smoothed.

When ready for firing,a place was smoothed

and a large fire built and kept going until the ground was
hot.

The fire was then cleared away, the pottery stacked

on the spot with the openings turned down so that the heat
would drive up through the vessel.

Vessels were stacked in

such a manner as to allow for the greatest amount of heat
as was possible to reach each one.

An oven, either of man

ure or wood stacked in such a way as to burn slowly but in
tensely was built around and over the pottery.

When the

vessels were judged to be sufficiently fired,the oven was
cleared away and the vessels left to cool.

When cold, the

painted decoration was applied and the firing process re
peated.

A vessel might be fired after the application of

each color.

At other times two firings would be all that

were employed, while still other potters applied the paint
on the unfired vessel and made one firing suffice.
The technique used in smudging and burnishing was some
what different.

The vessel was filled with some material

such as manure or leaf mould that would burn slowly, in
tensely, and throw off considerable smoke.

Really what

took place was a smoldering that drove the carbon into the
vessel walls turning than black.

If the carbonized surface

was polished,the vessel is said to be burnished; if left
plain, it is said to be smudged.

Some burnishing took place

that did not employ this method.

The fired vessel was
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simply polished until the surface was very hard and had a
high gloss.

This type of burnishing is sometimes seen,in

bowl interiors of Red-on-Buff of the late phase.
The decoration of the pottery of the Southwest employ
ed several techniques and evolved along with the general
development of the ceramic art.

Wares are quite often

classified on the basis of their lack of decoration or the
decoration that they bear.

Thus, we have plain wares, cor

rugated wares, incised, gouged, scored, tooled, and ap
plique wares, and painted wares either two-colored or poly
chrome.
The first decorative technique that was introduced was
incising.

Undoubtedly the use of incising in the first clay

vessels was suggested by, or a copy of, the incising used
on gourds.

Since this paper is to deal with this technique,

it will be no more than mentioned here.

The first painted

decoration was in black on the unfinished grey surface of
unfired vessels.

This consisted of little more than a few

scattered lines and dots.

With the introduction of firing,

painted decoration became more common.

The elements em

ployed were still simple and done in black on the grey back
ground.

Out of this early Black-on-Grey evolved the Blaek-

on-Whites so common to the Southwest.

In the northern area

Black-on-White became the prevailing ware and went through
a general development, the phases of which have been termed
Early, Middle, and Late,

These periods of development are
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"based primarily on the decorative elements and their ap
plication.

The Early period made use of fine lines and

triangles, but the application of the designs was crudely
done and there was considerable overlapping.

The Middle

period employed wider lines and bolder designs with con
siderable use of pendant triangles, dots, and hatchure.
The Late period in this region is characterized by the
negative ware.

The design in this case is applied in black

but in such a manner as to bring the white of the back
ground into the design itself.

As stated, Blaok-on-White

was one of the most common pottery types, and some of the
most excellent wares are included in this field.

In some

eases the black is applied to the unslipped surface of the
vessel, especially in those wares that made use of a pure
kaolin clay.
The second painted ware introduced was Blaok-on-Bed.
This was undoubtedly inspired by the Blaok-on-White in
regions where plain red pottery was made.

Blaok-on-Bed

never became as popular as Black-on-White probably due to
the fact that a plain red vessel is decorative in itself,
much more so than a plain white one.

In regions where it

did become popular, it soon became the inspiration for, and
gave way to a polychrome that employed Black-on-Red as its
basic colors.

The decorative elements used were very sim

ilar to Black-on-White but as a rule made more use of
triangles and hatchure than the Black-on-Whites.

so

In the Gila area the first painted ware was Red-on-Buff
that appears early on the culture horizon and probably par
allels the appearance of Blaek-on-White in the north.

Red-

on-Buff employed the use of small repeated elements in its
earlier periods along with incising the exterior surface of
a vessel.

About the time of the Colonial period, incising

dropped out and elements became more elaborated.

The de

corative elements of Red-on-Buff were, as a rule, compara
tively simple until its Late period when they become much
more complex and employed the usual Southwestern design
patterns.

Contemporaneous with Early Red-on-Buff in the

Middle Gila, there developed a Blaek-on-Red that is char
acterized by considerable use of hatching, serrations, and
triangles.
The two-colored wares soon developed into polychromes
and by the beginning of the Late Pueblo Period, the potters
were employing a profusion of colors and color combinations.
The peak of the art was reached and progression had ad
vanced almost as far as was possible without the use of
the potter's wheel.

Several localities developed a typical

polychrome ware, and some two or more.

These polychromes

were quite often the result of the coming together of two
varieties of two-color wares.

For example. Early Gila

Polychrome suggests that it probably had its origin in the
meeting of the Blaek-on-Red of the Middle Gila with the
Roosevelt and Tularosa Blaok-on-Whites of the Upper Gila.
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Another decorative method employed was the adding of
elements In clay, or, as it sometimes is called, appliqueing.

These were merely lumps or daubs in scrolls, knobs,

and other simple figures.
mon.

.

The practice was never very com

•. '.::

:

Sometimes a potter would decorate a vessel with row
upon row of short cuts merely by jabbing the damp surface
with some sharp pointed instrument.

This might be, in a

sense of the word, called incising.

Other times a vessel

would be decorated by covering the surface with little pits
resembling poc-marks.
The practice of molding a vessel to resemble some zoomo rphie or anthropomorphic figure was not very common to
any area outside of the Upper Gila and Salt and the Chihua
hua Basin.

In the Gila and Salt area this mainly took the

form of adding zoomorphic handles to pitchers and ollas.
Occasional "duck-shaped" vessels are found throughout the
Southwest but mainly in the Gila area.

There was some

manufacture of small zoomorphic shaped vessels in the
Puerco area.

There are rare instances in the Blaok-on-White

wares of a vessel molded to resemble a bird or some other
animal.

In the Chihuahua area, however, there was exten

sive manufacture of both zoomorphic and anthropomorphic
shaped vessels, and the addition of bird, animal, human,
and fish heads to the sides of small ollas.

Zoomorphic

and anthropomorphic decoration was used extensively in the
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manufacture of Mimtres Classical Blaok-on-White tut the
decoration was always painted.
The corrugated wares were often elaborated beyond the
simple decoration afforded by the corrugations theme elve.s.
The simplest effect was achieved through the alternation
of corrugated rows and plain coiled rowsi

Incising was

employed, lines, parallel lines, chevrons, and triangles
being cut in the vessel surface over the corrugations them
selves.

Again the potter might take her finger or some

round pointed instrument and draw parallel oblique lines
over the entire surface that swirled from the center bot
tom to the rim.

Incising in the design elements mentioned

above led to a manipulation of the coils themselves to pro
duce these same designs.

Occasionally designs were painted

over the corrugated surface, and even more rare is the use
of corrugated exteriors with painted bowl interiors.

In

the upper Salt and somewhat in the Middle Gila corrugated
red bowls were manufactured with smudged or burnished in
teriors.

There is one ware falling in this class that is

termed the partially-obliterated coil ware.

After finish

ing a corrugated vessel the potter would rub the surface
partially smearing over and thus partially obliterating
the corrugated rows and giving a rugose appearance to the
surface.
There are other types of decoration but three main
techniques were the painted, corrugated, and the incised.
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Incising was never as popular as the former two but never
theless, it did have some use.

Such use as it did have was

more or less sporadic and occurred in very wide spread areas.
In summary we see that the methods of manufacture and
decoration of pottery, while they varied somewhat over the
entire area, were nevertheless fairly uniform.

The sequence

of development is easily traced from the beginning of the
manufacture of unfired containers through the classic per
iod of the Late Pueblo era to the decline that set in pre
ceding the historic period.

The origin of ceramics in the

Southwest is a disputed question and no more can be done
than to set forth the principal points.in favor of both
indigenous origin and introduction from Mexico.

To elabor

ate the discussion has no purpose here, so the brief out
line given will suffice the purpose of giving a background
for the pottery type to be considered and analyzed.
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CLASSIFICATION AND MEANS OF TRACING POTTERY SEQUENCES

In the section dealing with the methods of manufacture
and decoration the fact was brought out that localization
and specialization within a locality were characteristic of
the Southwestern cultures.

This specialization was more

definite and carried to greater extremes in ceramic art
than in any other field; due to this, pottery has resolved
itself into a clear out classification.

So we may describe

a ware as to what region it might be native;

Such a class

ification is, of course, nothing more than a working basis;
The next obvious method of classification is based on
the decoration, or lack of decoration, of the pottery it
self, giving one such divisions as painted wares versus
plain wares.

The painted wares may be subdivided on the

number of colors used, as, two-colored wares and poly
chromes;

Such a classification as this may be applied to

the pottery of a given locality or again may be used as a
general basis of classification of the ceramics of the en
tire area.
Still another method considers the wares and groups
them according to function; this gives such a classifica
tion as cooking wares, storage jars, food bowls, and so on,
or we make a broader classification and say culinary or
non-culinary.

This method reveals that shapes of vessels
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were largely determined "by the use to which they were to "be
applied.

While this is a very workable classifieation.for

the;pottery types of one region, it is useless for obtain
ing a comprehensive classification of pottery as a whole in
that it is based on function, thus disregarding period and
time position.
Pottery might be re-classified as to its;position in
the time sequence, but this would entail too much over
lapping-to ever be of any value.

Again, it might b e , and

is to a minor extent, classified as to shape.
The method usually employed combines elements of many
methods in an effort to arrive at an intelligible and work
able classification.

Since the Southwest is considered on

the basis of its many identical and comparable traits as a
single culture area, it is assumed, and is found to be true,
that on the whole the ceramic art of its constituent areas
will be similar.

So, pottery is classified as to the loc

ality to which it is native.

Thus, we consider the pottery

types of each area separately in the original classification
and no effort is made to place them in their relation to
wares not native to the region.

The next step is to class

them as to decoration, that is, plain wares and painted
wares.

/The plain wares,since they occur in greater abun

dance, are usually considered firsti
Plain wares, as we have come to think of the term in
the Southwest, include those wares that bear no painted
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decoration.
points.

Subdivisions occur on the basis of several

We may class the wares as to whether they are

smoothed or polished, slipped or unslipped.

Usually, all

the plain wares will fall under the two headings of slip
ped and unslipped.

Plain wares, while they bear no painted

decoration may, nevertheless, be ornamented in some way.
Thus, we have the smudged and burnished wares; there may be
some manipulation of the surface or the addition of decor
ative elements molded out of the clay.

Incising, scoring,

gouging, engraving, and tooling are used to give relief to
the monotony of the surface.

If the vessel is built up by

the coiled method, the coils may have been left to give a
decorated effect;

The entire surface may show the body

coils; or perhaps, the coils will alternate with smooth
bands; or the neck of a vessel only will show the un—
obliterated coils.
The most individualistic of all the Southwestern pot
tery types is the corrugated or indented boil ware.

In

most instances this is,strictly speaking, a plain ware, but
due to its being such a highly specialized type it is
usually considered under a separate heading.
Corrugated ware like all the other pottery types
varies from extremely crude to exceedingly fine.

The cor

rugations or indentations themselves run a gamut of types.
But the potters were not always content with simple cor
rugations and employed many ways of producing variation.
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Vessels often bear a banded decoration achieved by alter
nating plain and indented coils.

By this same method and

by other methods such as incising and gouging triangles,
chevrons, vertical and oblique lines were made on the ves
sel surface thereby producing design.

Partially obliterat

ed coil was obtained by rubbing the surface of a corrugated
vessel while still damp to give it a rugose effect.

Some

corrugated ware is slipped but this is not a common pro
cedure.

Also, the slip was more often than not of a fugi

tive nature, that is, it was applied after the vessel was
fired. .Due to the fugitive quality more vessels than we
know may have been slipped but have lost all traces of that
slip by now.

There is also an occasional use of fugitive

red or fugitive white to decorate a vessel surface.

Even

more rare is the application of painted decoration to the
corrugated surface though some vessels do have it, going
so far even as to have polychrome designs.

Also rare is

the use of a corrugated bowl exterior that carries.a decor
ated interior.

These bowls usually are a typical pottery

type of a region, say for example, Kayenta Black-on-White
to which the potter has added another decorative element.
Such a hybrid, in my estimation, is better included in the.
class of the painted decoration that it bears than in the
corrugated classification.

The use of smudged and burnish

ed bowl interiors adds extra beauty to certain of the cor
rugated wares.
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Painted wares, as we have pointed out, oan best be
subdivided under the heads of two-oolor wares and poly
chrome wares.

The most common of all the two-color wares

is the Black-on-White, with Black-on-Red coming next.

Red

on-Buff is a very highly specialized two-color type but one
of the most prominent in the Southwest sequence.

Other two-

color combinations include such types as Blaok-on-Grey,
Black-on-Yellow to Orange, Red-on-Brown, Red-on-Black,
White-on-Red, and many others.
Polychromes are the most difficult of all the painted
wares to classify due to there being so many variations and
sorts.

Nearly every locality developed a polychrome ware/

and some several.

Usually these were offsprings of a two-

color ware or the coming together of two, two-colored wares
that later developed characteristics of their own.

These

were easily recognizable and heXp to give stability to the
Glassification,

The difficulty lies in the variety and

peculiarities of the polychromes that were manufactured
outside of the typical regional variety.

Often these

sports were very popular with one pueblo and were manu
factured in great quantity and even traded to other sites.
But so often their origin can be seen in another ware.

If

we have sufficent remains to justify making that ware a
type, well and good} but frequently it may be a type at
one site only and so closely allied to the local polychrome
that to make it a type in itself complicates the class-
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ification to the point of making it.unwieldy.

In that eaee

we may perhaps class it as a sub-type of the main poly
chrome.

However, we do have polychromes that occur at a

site* have little or no range, and their origin is hard or
impossible to trace to any local variety.

Such a type is

peculiar unto itself and really warrants a separate nomenclaturei

It is hard to say where to draw the line; if all

the variations were given a name the classification system
would be useless.

So we try, insofar as possible to keep

the classification simple.
The classification of pottery aids and is aided by the
tracing of pottery sequences; and pottery sequences are in
valuable in approximately dating and classifying as to posi
tion in the time sequence any ruin in the Southwest.
In tracing a sequence it is necessary to familiarise
oneself with the pottery types of a given region and to see
what classes the investigator may expect to find.

The true

sequence cannot be arrived at until stratigraphic tests in
undisturbed sites can be made and compared with one another.
Such conclusions as are arrived at through study of the
stratigraphy tests must be substantiated by excavation of
type sites and type rooms.
To be more explicit, the investigator first makes a
sherd survey; such a survey as will give him some idea as
to the number and variety of pottery types he may expect
to find at the ruin.

Some types by virtue of the crudity
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of manufacture will seem to be older than others^

Ho conj

oins ions can be arrived at from such a survey; it only aids
the investigator in knowing what to look for and what to ex
pect,

The next step is to trench or to sink stratigraphical

test pits in undisturbed debris*

If the conditions are

ideal and the strata of accumulation well marked, a sequence
may be easily arrived at, since the oldest ware will be at
the bottom of the debris or in the lowest stratum, while
the latest ware is in the top stratum,

nevertheless, the

final test comes in the excavation of.the site to see if
the pottery that was characteristic of the lowest stratum
is to be found in rooms that are typical of the earliest
period of building or development at that site and so on;
If the debris failed to yield a clearly defined sequence,
this latter test is of stilL more importancei
so arrived at is applicable to only that ruin.

The sequence
The same

method must be followed out at several ruins in the same
locality.

By comparing and balancing the results the arch

aeologist arrives at what may be a fairly characteristic
pottery sequence for the given locality.
Such a method is ideal, of course, and cannot be fol
lowed in every instance.

A great deal of infering must

take place through comparison.

Suppose an archaeologist

excavates what are three type sites of a given locality.
He finds that in the lowest level of all three sites Blaekon-White is the only decorated pottery.

In the second level
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of the three ruins he finds the same Blaek-on-White hut it
shows distinct signs of improvement.

Side by side with the

Black-on-White in two of the ruins is a smattering of Blaekon-Red that increases toward what seems to be the end of
that period.

In the third level of all the sites occurs

the same Black-on-White, but it has now reached a high
level of development.

In the earlier phases of this third

level Black-on-Red is very.abundant but gives way later to
a polychrome that seemingly developed from it.
happens is that there are four levels.

What really

There are three

types of Black-on-White that, since they all seem to be but
a development of the same ware, are referred to as Early,
Middle, and Late Black-on-White.

Early Black-on-White is

the only painted ware in the lowest level.

In the Middle

Phases of Black-on-White, Black-on-Red made its appearance
and with the development of Late Black-on-White, Black-onRed became very important.

At the fourth level Late Black-

on-White continued but Black-on-Red gave way to a polychrome
of which it seems to be the parent ware.

So the sequence

is developed.
By comparing the different sequences the investigator
hopes to arrive at a sequence that will hold true for the
entire Southwest, that is, in its more general sense or
application.

In doing so he is aided tremendously by the

presence of trade pieces from one locality to another.

He

is also aided to a considerable extent by the correlation
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"between pottery and house types.

If two-color wares seem

to be the only painted wares found in connection with pithouses in several localities, the investigator can set up
the hypothesis that the people who built pit-houses had not
reached a stage of development that warranted the manu
facture of polychrome wares and that polychrome wares, in
the Southwest, are synonymous with greater development of
material culture.

The final test must lie, however, in

excavation.
The building up of the pottery sequences in still in
complete.

Considerable aid is being given by the working

out of the Douglass Tree-ring system since pottery sequences
tie in so closely with other forms of material culture.
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IMPORTANCE OF POTTERY IN SOUTHWEST CULTURE SEQUENCES

The reconstruction of the history of any prehistoric
people lacking written records can only be accomplished
with any certainty through archaeology;

At that, the re

construction can only be on the basis of material culture
and whatever evidence may be inferred from material remains.
The archaeologist may be aided to a certain extent by the
legends, traditions, and organization of any known or pro
bable descendants of the ancient people, but these may be
taken into account only when the evidence they give is
verified to * at least, an intelligible extent by excavation
and investigation.
The Southwest is one of the greatest of archaeological
fields open to the student of prehistoric cultures.

Not

only is the country covered with the remains of an ancient
population, but there exist today tribes of people, espec
ially pueblo people, who are known to have inhabited the
region in late prehistoric times and whose traditions point
to a descent from the great pueblo people of the localities
in which they now live.
Due to the extremely arid condition of the Southwest
objects of a perishable nature have been preserved in con
siderable abundance, while those more fitted to withstand
the elements are found profusely over the entire area.

I
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Pottery, "because It Is. "built to contain liquid, is one
of the artifacts of material culture that the investigator
may always expect to find.

Fortunately, for the archae

ologist, the ancient inhabitants of this regions were pro
lific potters.

Equally as fortunate, the people seem to

have learned the art at an early period in the development
of their culture.
The pottery of the Southwest, while in a certain sense
no different from neolithic pottery the world over, never
theless, has certain definite characteristics ttat serve to
set it off from pottery of any other region.

These char

acteristics are perhaps not definable but for. the student
they aid tremendously.

Why the pottery of the Southwest

is so different from that of the Mississippi Talley and
Mexico, its two closest contemporaries, is hard to say.
But in spite of innumerable variations throughout the en
tire Southwestern region the pottery on the whole is sim
ilar. •

:• . .......

- :

Because the pottery is so typical of the region, the
student has an excellent medium for establishing sequences
that he knows will apply only to this one great culture
area.

But the greatest aid to the solution of his problem

is the specialization that took place within the area, this
specialization centering itself around the geographical
centers of the area, that is, the great drainage systems.
The natural correlation so afforded him gives the basis for
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making a fairly stable sequence.
To a certain limited extent the development of South
western culture may be read from its pottery.

We oan see

the growth and development of the industry itself, the
growth of trade^ the extension of culture areas, and the
evolution of artistic expression.
I»et us consider briefly the development of pottery in
the Southwest.

The San Juan area offers an excellent illus

tration of the beginnings of pottery making.

The sandstone

cliffs of that country are full of great shallow caves that
afford shelter and protection, so much so that some are
never exposed to the elements.; Man at an early stage in
his career took advantage of these, and when he left his
tools and implements, they remained undisturbed and intact
from that day until this.

We see that he had learned to

weave before he learned to make pottery.
primarily a hunter.

First he was

Then came the introduction of agri

culture and his whole existence was revolutionized.

He no

longer needed to be continually on the move in search of
food so he came to make his home near to his fields, and
the.caves that had offered him temporary shelter became
permanent sites of residence.
a new problem.

But settling down gave him

Food had to be cooked, and even more urgent

was the need for water at the home.

The streams and springs

at the bases of the cliffs necessitated countless trips for
water.

So either by invention or by introduction came
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pottery.

The sheltering caves have preserved for us the

first crude attempts in the shape of unfired, shallow con
tainers of clay that were useless in the solution of the
problem to be met.

Somehow it was learned that firing was

necessary before the clay containers could be made to hold
water;

With the introduction or invention of fired pottery,

Southwestern culture made what was perhaps its most im
portant step.
Since man no longer needed to be constantly moving on
to newer fields in search of food he had time to patiently
work out by trial and error the social and material phases
of his culture.

Pottery advanced by leaps and bounds and

by the beginning of the true pueblo period, we find the art
in full progress over the entire area;

Each locality devel

oped certain typical styles, invented others, adopted elem
ents and combinations of design and manufacture from their
neighbors.

By the Late Pueblo period they had attained the

peak of the art and were manufacturing as excellent ware as
was possible without the aid of the potter's wheel.

This

continued for several centuries until about the end of the
fourteenth century when there came, for some still unknown
reason, a rather universal cultural decline.

Of course, at

that time, and for some time previously, the region was
being invaded by nomadic tribes that could gain a fairly
easy living off the settled and peaceful pueblo tribes.
But other forces must also have been at work; art degener
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ated and pottery suffered in the general decay, and gives us
a concrete and typical example of the cultural upheaval that
took place. At this place the story is broken by the com
ing of the Spaniards and written history takes its place*
Such is the general story told by pottery, but the
more intimate details that it gives us are the more valuable,
the more interesting.
Because of its profusion and its stability, pottery is
the most reliable criterion for working out the sequence of
culture of any given ruin or any given locality.

Hot only

does it give us the time sequences in the terms of culture
periods, but it also links the time sequences of one local
ity with another.
For example, we have a ruin in one locality of which
we know little or nothing concerning its position in the
time sequence.

In the excavation of that ruin we find pot

tery from another area occurring in the form of trade pieces
or even pottery that shows outside influence in decorative
motifs.

Therefore, we may assume that the pottery types

were contemporaneous and we have valuable assistance in
working out a time sequence.

By the very nature of local

specialization we are able to trace very definite trade
relations between two or more centers, we can see the in
fluences exerted by one locality on another, and see how
not only vessel forms but decorative elements, and tech
niques were diffused, borrowed, and outrightly adopted.
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An excellent cultural sequence is then traceable.
In the Southwest then, the very best method, the most
accurate and reliable, of tracing and establishing not only
cultural but time sequences is by a minute analysis of all
the various pottery types that can be found.
There is an additional value that the study of pottery
has for the archaeologist and that is, it shows the re
lative age of different structures or localities.

1.

Roberts, F.H.H. Jr., "Early Pueblo Ruins in the Piedra
District, Southwestern Colorado", p. 10.
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; THE IHCISED WARES OF THE SOUTHWEST

In the Southwest, due probably to the scarcity of and
urgent need for water, the culture areas are found to cen
ter around the drainage systems.

Such a localization is a.

great aid to a systematic classification of culture types.
The geographical and cultural grouping affords a natural
outline which will be followed here in describing the var
ious wares that made use of incised decoration.

Ho attempt

will be made to describe the geography or the physiographical peculiarities of the several areas outside of a brief
location of the drainage areas themselves since such a dis
cussion has no immediate bearing on the subject.

The peri

pheral areas, since they constitute such a minor portion of
the subject under discussion will be considered under one
heading.

It is rather inconvenient to class them or con

sider them under the headings of the drainage areas and to
lump them together seems to be the best policy.
THE SAW JUAB DRAIWAGE
The San Juan rises in southwestern Colorado, descends
into Hew Mexico, crosses into Utah in the region of the
"Four-Corners” and flows parallel to the Utah-Arizona bor
der until it empties into the Colorado River.
mainly cuts through a high arid plateau.

The drainage

Due to the geol
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ogical formation of the greater part of the plateau, the
land abounds in springs and many streams.

The mountains

that give rise to the San Juan are high and keep the river
itself supplied with water.

Outside of Colorado the land

is mainly composed of great mesas and deep canyons that due
to the presence of springs and streams supported most of
the prehistoric population.
There are three outstanding centers of culture in the
San Juan drainage and each will be considered separately.
It is a characteristic of the San Juan cultures that in
each of the greater sub-areas a typical Black-on-White was
developed, this Black-on-White in each case being the most
outstanding ware in the locality.

Corrugated wares were

very abundant but plain wares were never manufactured to
any extent; only in the Kayenta area did the red wares or
the polychromes gain any widespread popularity.

There is

a gradual sequence of development traoable in each area.
THE KAYENTA
The region that is usually thought of under this term
includes the Kayenta, the Segi and Hitsie Canyons, Canyons
DeChelly and Del Muerto, and the area north to the San Juan.
The area outlined above has already been discussed as
that locality that saw the beginnings of pottery making in
the Southwest^

While incised wares never acquired the rank

ing of a pottery type in this area, they nevertheless had

i
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their Inception here, and it is logical to suppose that
their spread over the northern portion of the Southwestern
area was from this point.
In his work on the San Juan cultures Dr. Cummings has
brought out that the first use of incising as a decorative
technique was employed by the early Cave People to ornament
gourds, the forerunners of pottery.

Hot being familiar

with any painted technique, it is only natural that these
people used this same method to ornament their first crude
attempts at making vessels of clay.

The first clay vessels

to be made were seemingly molded in a basket, but roughly
smoothed afterwards, and none bear any attempt at decora
tion. It was not until vessels were molded without the aid
of the basket, or only with the aid of either a basket or
shallow dish to start the bottom and sides that decoration
was begun.

However, it must be remembered that these ves

sels, though molded by hand, were still unfired.
In his treatment of the unfired proto-types of the
San JuaniMorris features several vessels that bore incised
1
decorations
One plain vessel from the Canyon del Muerto
was a small bowl about three and one-half inches in diameter
with a slightly incurved rim.

The bowl is but slightly re

inforced with vegetable temper and made of reddish clay; the
finish was poor, both surfaces being wavy and irregular.
1. Morris,. E.H., The Beginnings of Pottery Making in the
San Juan Area; Unfired Prototypes and the Wares of the
Earliest Ceramic Period.
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Slightly below the rim on the exterior surface the potter
had incised a horizontal line extending around the bodyi
Extending downward from this line was a series of wavy,
irregular, and slightly oblique incised lines.

Morris

has also found several olay objects that seem to be, more
than anything else, models of different artifacts.

These

are all small and of unfired, vegetable tempered clay.
There is considerable use of incising in either lines or
perforations to illustrate decorations of the original ob
jects, or perhaps merely to ornament the olay facsimile.
One such object suggests that it is a miniature copy of a
bifurcated basket and is ornamented with incised punctua
tions in the form of an X.
•While the above unfired clay proto-types are found
mainly, in the Kayenta region and the Canyon del Muerto, de
Chelly area, there is evidence to suggest that the entire
San Juan area was a locus of pottery inventions

Uhfired

prototypes have been reported from the Mesa Verde and from
3
the La Plata Valley in Colorado.
With the beginning of firing, incising still was used
to decorate the vessels but the greater use was in the
ornamentation of small vases and pitchers.

A small vase

in the Arizona State Museum (see Plate II) is incised from
1.
2.
3.

Morris, E. H . , The Beginnings of Pottery Making in the
San Juan Area; Unfired Prototypes and the Wares of the
Earliest Ceramic Period, p. 149.
...
Ibid, p. 154.
Ibid, p. 160.
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the rim down over the shoulder in a design that suggests
ferns or some leafless plant.

There was an occasional use

in howls of incising to decorate the exterior of vessels
bearing a Black-on-White decoration on the interior.
Morris features one such bowl in which the incising was in

1
spiral on the exterior .surface.
With the inception of coiling we have seen that in
cising again came to be used to either duplicate the ob
literated coils in what is known as the banded-neck vessel
or to relieve the- monotony of the continuous coils.

Roberts

speaking of cooking vessels and ollas from Kiatuthlanna,
eastern Arizona, says, "Some of the vessels had a series
of rings cut around the neck parallel to the rim of the
orifice.

These give the effect of a banded neck jar.

This

feature is frequently observed on the vessels of the early

2
Pueblo Period in the San Juan area.*
The vessels employing this decoration were the ollas
and cooking and storage pots.

Some use was also made of

punctuate depressions on smooth white ware but this is
rather rare. Prudden, in his work on the Small House ruins
of the San Juan watershed reports ollas having incised
oblique lines across the finished coils of the exterior.

1.
2.

Morris, E. H., The Beginnings of Pottery Making in the
San Juan Area; Uhfired Prototypes and the Wares of the
Earliest Ceramic Period, p. 182,
Roberts, F.F.H., Jr., The Ruins at Kiatuthlanna, East
ern Arizona, p; 122.
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He also found smooth ware ollas that were incised above the
shoulder in rude geometric patterns.

The incising was in

shallow lines as a rule though occasionally in rows of
punctuate holes.

The ware is the usual San Juan type, thin

walled, hard paste, with fine sand tempering.

When not

blackened by fire, the color was light grey to white in the
smooth ware ollas.
Incising in the San Juan continued in these cooking
and storage wares down to late prehistoric times.

Fewkes

in speaking of Sikyatki says, "In the cruder forms or types
of pottery from Sikyatki there are fair examples of orna
mented rough ware with the decoration done in incised lines.
The surface of this ware is rough, coarse in texture, not
polished and the forms are jars and moccasin-shaped ves
sels .. As a rule they are blackened by soot although some

2
pieces are light brown."

There was occasional use of in

cising in Sikyatki pottery after firing but by virtue of
the definition given before this is better considered un
der the heading of engraving.
THE MESA VERDE AND ADJACENT REGIONS
In considering the Upper San Juan the Mesa Verde is
the outstanding center of development but there are other
1.
2.

Prudden, T. Mitchel, A Further Study of Prehistoric
Small House Ruins of the San Juan Watershed, p. 44.
Fewkes, J.W., Archaeological Expedition to Arizona
in 1895, p. 651.
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areas not typically Mesa Verde in their culture.

However,

not enough work has been done to date in working out the
chronology and sequence of culture types in their relation
to the entire Southwestern culture to warrant a separate
classification in this paper.
In the Mesa Verde the Black-on-White and the corrugated
wares were, practically speaking, the only two types;

The

Plain wares may be subdivided into two sub-types; those
with no decoration and those having some incised decoration.
The incised ware never gained any popularity and seemingly
is more of a hang-on from the earlier plain wares.

There

is some evidence of incising in the corrugated wares but
here again the occurrence is sporadic and was never employ
ed to any extent such as is seen elsewhere in the Southwest.
The incised decoration consisted mainly of lines and

2
pits where it was employed.

The ware itself is the

coarser pasted, heavier tempered plain ware.
grey to black when smudged by fire.

The color is

Shapes are not very

varied since incising was confined more to the cooking
wares that were on the whole ollas or wide mouthed vessels.
To the north and west of the Mesa Verde in the region
of the McElmo and Yellow Jacket Canyons incising disappears
altogether.
1.
2.

Fewkes, J. W . , Antiquities of the Mesa Verde national
Park: Spruce Tree House, p. 31.
.
, -........
Ibid.
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In the Upper San Juan Basin, in the so-called PagosaPiedra region there is a typical San Juan cultural develop
ment i

In the years of 1921, 1982, Roberts and Jeanoon

carried on investigations in this region in an attempt to
bring to the notice of research workers a hitherto rather
1
unknown section of the Southwest.
The culture of the
Pagosa-Piedra never reached the heights attained at Mesa
Verde or in the Chaco but presents certain very interesting
features in its local development.

Seemingly there was

some borrowing from these greater cultures to the west and
south, but there are certain features %uite reminiscent of
the earlier periods of the San Juan culture that had its
development in northeastern Arizona and southeastern Utah.
Also, there was in all probability some influence from the
upper Rio Grande region.

As is true of all the San Juan,

the Black-on-White ware is the predominant pottery type
with the corrugated wares following.

The coiled wares

seem in this case to have advanced much more rapidly than
the Black-on-White since in even the simplest coiled pieces
there is an attempt at an elaboration of the simple coil.
There is considerable use made of incising obliquely across
the horizontal coils.

There is a peculiar type that shows

incising in a deep furrow around the pot horizontally and
then making short oblique incisions in each coil.
1.

These

Jeanoon, J. A., Archaeological Research in the North
eastern San Juan Basin of Colorado during the Summer
of 1921.
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1
indentations or incisions do not connect in the series.
The use of incising in connection with coiled or in
dented coil ware is found all over the Southwest.

Jeancon

mentions that the ware from the Pagosa-Piedra region is
E
very similar to that of the Taos Valley in Hew Mexico and
it is very possible that one may have influenced the other.
Due to the place of each in the time sequence and the fact
that the Pagosa-Piedra Incised is the older would point
more to influence from this region on the Hew Mexican cul
ture than vice-versa.

However, it is quite likely that

both may have had an independent inception.

,

Generally, those vessels that made use of incising in
this region were the large wide-mouthed storage and cook
ing jars;

The shape is too uniform from top to bottom to

be particularly graceful and the crude finish of the ex
terior did not add greatly to the appearance.

The paste is

rather coarse and friable and the color of the vessels grey
to black.
The region of central to southeastern Utah lying north
of the San Juan, because of its cultural affiliations, is
considered under the Mesa Verde area.

Seemingly the San

Juan acted as a barrier to any great infiltration from the
south, so borrowing and diffusion was from the Mesa Verde

1.
8.

Jeancon, J. A . , Archaeological Research in the HorthEastern San Juan Basin of Colorado during the Summer
of 1921, p. 24.
Ibid, p. 264-66.
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center to the east.

This area, especially that section

stretching north into Utah along the Green River, is char
acterized by incised pottery.

Incising, in fact, was prac

tically the only method of decoration employed in central
to northeastern Utah.

Dr. Cummings has found small pueblo

ruins along the Green and its tributaries.

The wares made

by the occupants of these pueblos bear no trace of painted
decoration.

There was some use of molding to represent

squashes and other forms in small globular-shaped jars. In
cising in deep, well-cut lines was %uite frequently employ
ed.

An exception to the use of deep cut incising was cord

incising.

The paste is hard and tempering medium.

of the vessels varies from tan to grey to black.

Color
The de

signs were simple geometric ones, or the incising was done
to represent coiled-neck vessels.
this ware see Plate I.

(For illustrations of

These sherds are from a collection

made on the Green River by Dr. Cummings.)
THE CHACO
The third great culture locality in the San Juan area
centers around the Chaco Canyon in Hew Mexico.

Like the

other areas the Chaco was inhabited from very early times.
It is doubtful though whether this area was settled as
early as the Kayenta area to the west.

However, its cul

ture was in full swing by the Pit ho use Period and by the
true Pueblo Period the Chaco had become one of the greatest

PLATE I

Incised Sherds from Small House Ruins,
Green River, Utah
Collected by Dr. Byron Cummings

Arizona State Museum
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centers of development in the Southwest.

The Chaco area

also includes the region to t he northeast centering around
Aztec, New Mexico, and certain of the area to the south<
before the typical Zuni cultures are reached.

It had con

siderable influence to the south and the west, so much so
in some localities, that they might almost be classed as
sub-Chaco cultures.
on-White.

The typical ware was,of course, Black-

Black-on-Red was not very common, more so than

at the Mesa Verde but nothing like the Kayenta.

Most of

the red ware can be shown to be intrusive and not native.
Corrugated wares were very well developed and it is the
latter that made use of incising.
The corrugated wares of the Chaco may be classed into
three sub-types on the basis of paste and temper.

This

classification is made on the basis of work done at Chet1
tro Ketl, which is a typical Chaco site.
All three types
made use of incised decoration.
The following classification for the corrugated wares
of the Chaco is that given by Miss Hawley.
1} This type has a poorly mixed, very friable paste
and a coarse sand temper.
2) Class two has a finer paste due to the use of
smaller and more evenly sized particles of sand.
3) This is the best type having a fine hard paste

1.

Hawley, P. M . , The Significance of the Dated Prehistory
of Chettro Ketl, Chaco Canyon, New Mexico, p. 45.

PLATE II

Arizona State Museum
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with a fine sand or crashed basaltic temper.
Occasionally there was use of ground pot
sherds, a procedure that is rather uncommon
to corrugated and cooking wares.
All three classes bear incised decorations.

The first

class decorations consists of simple lines with parallel
lines and triangles forming the elements.

In the second

type the ornamentation is sometimes in sharply incised,
narrow, vertical lines.

In the case of the third type the

lines are either vertical or oblique and so arranged to pro
duce quite ornate designs.

Occasionally pieces were left

simply coiled, not corrugated or indented, and then incised
across the ridges with parallel lines, triangles, or dia
mond shaped figures.

The shapes range from large, wide

mouthed ollas to small pitchers.
chers vary.

The handles on the pit

Rima are usually slightly pinched and out-

2
curved.
In nPueblo Bonito” Pepper illustrates a beautiful
example of the incised coiled-neck cooking pot.

The lower

half of the vessel has been smoothed and the upper part or
very wide neck coiled and then incised in quite an elabor
ate pattern.

The analysis of the wares from Bonito made

by Nelson shows that there was but a very small portion of

1.
2.

Hawley, F. M . , The Significance of the Dated Prehistory
of Chettro Ketl, Chaco Canyon, New Mexico, pp. 46-47.
Ibid, p. 47.
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1
incised corrugated coming from the ruin itself*

Helson’s

analysis of the pottery types of the Chaco further shows
that the corrugated wares with decorative designs punched
or incised appear to he absent in the Small House ruins of

2
the Chaco

and to he limited to the Late Pueblo phase or

Classical Period.
ley’s analysis*

This is not substantiated by Miss Haw
However, it does seem that the Incised

Corrugated of the Chaco is on the whole a later develop
ment, the better ware especially being more characteristic
of the great pueblos.
Toward the more eastern extent of the Chaco area, in
cising diminishes in connection with typical Chaco wares.
At Aztec Ruin Morris found that incised decoration in the
corrugated wares was occasionally but not often encountered.
The paste was harder but considerably coarser than in the
3
painted wares.
The Aztec Ruin lies in the Animas Talley in New Mex
ico and may be considered the type site of the great Pueblo
Period in that locality.

Plate III shows incised cor

rugated and coiled sherds from the Chaco.

Figure A. is

a sherd from a large oils coming from the Aztec Ruin.
This use of incising over corrugated or coiled ware
is excellently illustrated by wares from the La Plata

1.
2.
3.

Pepper, G. H . , Pueblo Bonito; see pottery charts.
Ibid, p. 386.
Morris, E. H., Excavation of a Ruin near Aztec, New
Mexico, p. 673.
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Talley.

The coiled and corrugated pottery falls into three

classes and it is the third class that made such an exten
sive use of incising, the patterns "being quite varied and
complex for this method of decoration.

The paste of the

vessels is hard and well tempered.

The shapes are char

acteristically ollas and pitchers.

The wide-mouthed ollat

is the best type example.

This third period corrugated was

a late ware and probably had the height of its development
"
1
in the late Black-on-White period.
To summarize:

The use of incising in the San Juan

area had its inception at an early period, preceding the
invention of pottery.

It was used first on gourds that are

conceded to be the forerunners of pottery.

The first decor

ation used on vessels made of clay employed the incised
method.

These first decorated vessels fall into the un

fired class.

With the invention of firing incising came

gradually to be used on cooking vessels and then on the
coiled and corrugated wares.

It was on the latter that it

reached its greatest popularity.

This decorative technique

never was very popular in the Mesa Verde proper but in
those regions to the west, affiliated with the Mesa Verde,
it was one of the outstanding methods of decoration.

1.

Morris, E. H . , The Place of Coiled Ware in Southwestern
Pottery, p. 26.

PLATE III

A

P
Fig. AIncised Sherd from the Aztec Ruin,
Animas Valley, New Mexico
Fig. B, C , D, E, F Incised Sherds from Chaco Canyon,
New Mexico
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THE LITTLE COLORADO DRAINAGE
The Little Colorado has its headwaters in the high
lands of western New Mexico from whence it flows slightly
northwest into Arizona and continuing in the same direction
until it empties into the Colorado River.

Its main tribut

ary, the Pueroo, rises to the north bf it in New Mexico,
flows southwest and joins the Little Colorado just east of
Holbrook, Arizona.

The tributaries to the east and south

east drain the northern slopes of the high mountain regions
of east central Arizona and west central New Mexico.

There

is little drainage from the southwest of Holbrook, and the
drainage to the north is from desert areas so that the lower
portions are usually rather dry.

The main course of the

Little Colorado is roughly parallel to that of the San Juan.
Because of its situation between and to the side of
-

several great cultural areas, the pottery of the Little
Colorado, even ware that is definitely local as the poly
chrome and Black-on-Red, shows considerable influence from
elsewhere.

The Black-on-White ware of the Bio Puerco sug

gests a degenerate Chaco type with certain influences from
the Black-on-White wares to the south.

The Little Colorado

wares themselves show certain influences exerted by the San
Juan and the Gila-Salt centers.

The ware of the upper

reaches of the Little Colorado are very similar to those of
the Gila-Salt.

There seems to be a confusion of local and
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outside influences and a study of the Little Colorado gives
the investigator a very heterogeneous picture, the elements
of which are rather difficult to isolate.
The upper reaches of the Little Colorado lie in the
same country that gives rise to the headwaters of the GilaSalt drainage. . Consequently, there is little differentia-

N

tion in the wares of the two areas and considerable inter
mingling is very evident..

The plain wares especially are

very similar in both areas and to describe one is perhaps
to describe the other.
.

The upper. Gila-Salt drainage as will be shown is char

acterized by one of the finest Incised Corrugated wares of
the Southwest.

This ware had an appreciable area and it is

only natural.to expect to find it as characteristic of those
tributaries of the Little Colorado that drain the northern
slopes of the White Mountains and the mesas of east central
Arizona.

Since describing this ware here would be dup

licating its description under the Gila area, its analysis
will be postponed for the present.

It will suffice to know

that what is said of the Gila-Salt ware is applicable to the
upper Little Colorado corrugated.
In west central Hew Mexico where the Little Colorado
has its rise the ancient Zuni Pueblos have aroused consider
able interest in the effort that is being made to trace
back the prehistory of the modern pueblo Indians of both
Hew Mexico and Arizona.

In the late nineteenth century
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F; H. Cushing undertook a study of Zuni culture as exempli1
fled by their pottery.
As is true of so many of the South
western cultures the corrugated wares formed the greater
percentage of the plain or utilitary wares.

Speaking of

the coiled wares Cushing states, "The majority of the
specimens belonging to this type are distinguished by an
indented or incised decoration exactly reproducing the
zigzags, serrations, chevrons, terraces, and other char
acteristic devices of watertight basketry."
later investigations on the Zuni Reservation, as those
£
carried on by Roberts at the Tillage of the Great Kivas
3
and by Hodge at Hawikuh have revealed no incised wares
whatsoever.

It is quite possible that both these sites,

being late Pueblo sites, may have had no incised and that
the incised in this area belongs to the Early Pueblo period.
In the Petrified Forest Rational Monument area just
east of Holbrook, Arizona, some work is being done in an
effort to arrive at the cultural sequences of the ancient
inhabitants of that locality.

Such pottery types as have

been worked out to date have been given a rather tentative
nomenclature, and there seems to be some confusion among
1.
£.
3.

Cushing, F. H . , A Study of Pueblo Pottery as Illus
trative of Zuni Culture Growth, p. 490. .....
Robertsj F. H. H;Jr., The Tillage of the Great Kivas
on the Zuni Reservation, Hew Mexico.
Hodge, F. W., Excavations at Hawikuh, Hew Mexico;
Excavations at the Zuni Pueblo of Hawikuh in 1917.
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certain authorities on the basis of different systems ©f
nomenclature.

Dr. Mera designates one of the wares of the
1
Monument area as Woodruff Brown and since the nomenclature
is the most recent the ware will be considered under this
name here.

Woodruff Brown is a plain ware ranging in color

from brown to red, the color being the natural surface
color of the vessel since no slip was used.

The paste is

soft and friable with a heavy sand temper and no particular
surface finishing.

There is no decoration except an oc

casional use of incising.

The incised lines are not care

fully executed and do not follow any particular pattern.
Shapes are mainly jars, seed-jars, and bowls.

2
At Kituthlanna in Apache County, eastern Arizona,
Roberts conducted a series of excavations of three types
of structures:
ruin.

pithouses, jacal structures and a pueblo

Some of the phases at Kituthlanna show a distinct

Chaco affiliation but on the whole the ruin is typically
Little Colorado.

There were two types of incised ware

found, the first type belonging to the Pithouse Period and
the second to the Pueblo Period..
The incised pottery of the pithouses may be considered
to be a sub-type of plain ware.
1.
2.

I,

Roberts classes.it in the

Mera, H. P . , Observations on the Archaeology of the
Petrified Forest Rational Monument.
Roberts, F. H. Jr., The Ruins at Xiatuthlanna, Eastern
Arizona.
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eulinary wares.

The vessels were characterized by incised

lines around the necks of jars, some with the lines cut
parallel to the rim in imitation of the banded-neck jars
so common in the San Juan at an early period.

However, on

other examples the lines ran obliquely from rim to shoulder.
One vessel showed the oblique lines running in two direc
tions thus giving a lattice-work appearance to the vessel
top.

The shapes varied somewhat in this type of culinary

ware.

One shape had a globular body, short neck with

slightly outcurving sides and a wide orifice.

Another form

was similar except that the sides of the neck sloped upward
and inward until it became vertical a slight distance below
1
the rim.
In the pueblo ruin there was a small percentage of in
cised corrugated ware.

The decorations were usually in

cised triangles, diamonds, chevrons.

This ware is quite

similar in its decoration and the executions of its decor: 2
ation to that of the Chaco.
The paste in both wares is
the same, being granular with a temper of sand and ground
stone.

The pueblo vessels contain more sand temper than
3
the pithouse jars.
The lower area of the Little Colorado so far has

yielded but little incised and that in very isolated in-

1.
2.
3.

Roberts,
Arizona,
Ibid, p.
Ibid, p.

F.F.H. Jr., The Ruins at Kituthlanna, Eastern
p, 122.
123;
163.
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stances and in sherds only.

There has been little work

done on the earlier periods except that carried on "by the
Museum of Northern.Arizona in the vicinity of Flagstaff,
Arizona,

There is little to no incised to be found around

Flagstaff and it is doubtful whether there was even any
use of the method in this area at all.
In summing up the Little Colorado we see that the per
centage of incised wares was very low in this culture area.
Most of the incised from the Upper Little Colorado is the
same ware that is so typical of the Upper Gila-Salt drain
age.

The Middle Little Colorado yields the greatest per

centage of incised wares.
local, the Woodruff Brown.

One ware may be said to be
The wares from Kituthlanna are

very similar to those of the San Juan and the Chaco and may
have been introductions from either of these areas.

The

Lower Little Colorado has yielded no incised wares.
THE GILA DRAINAGE
The area included in the Gila drainage is, with the
exception of the Rio Grande, one of the largest in the
Southwest.

There is the Gila proper which drains the en

tire southern and central portion of Arizona as well as
considerable of the west central and southwest portion of
New Mexico,

The Gila rises in New Mexico north of Silver

City while its twin branch, the San Francisco, rises still
further north.

The main tributaries of the San Francisco
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are the Blue and the Tularoaa.

The San Francisco and the

Gila join near the interstate line and the main Gila flows
across Arizona to empty into the Colorado north of Yuma,
From the south the Gila is joined by the San Pedro and the
Santa Cruz,

The first main tributary from the north is the

Salt with its tributaries, the Tonto, Black, and the White.
The Verde and the Hassayampa are the two remaining import
ant tributaries of the Gila from the north.
For practical purposes the Gila has been divided into
the Upper, Middle, and Lower,

The Upper and the Middle are

the better known as little work has been done on the Lower
Gila to date.

The Upper Gila area includes not only the

Gila but also the San Francisco with its tributaries,the
Blue and the Tularosa, the Salt and the Tonto and White.
-

•

i

.

.

For practical purposes it may be said to be the area drain
ed by this river and its tributaries that lies east of Bylas and Roosevelt Lake, Arizona.

The Middle Gila area

takes in the drainage of the Santa Cruz and San Pedro and
the Verde and Hassayampa, extending from Bylas and Roose
velt Lake on the east to the Gila Bend region on the west.
The Lower Gila comprises the area west of Gila Bend to the
Colorado River.
The archaeological classifications of the Gila cul
ture are far from complete, and the surface, so to speak,
has hardly been scratched.

Any reports on, or classifica

tions of Gila culture are conceded to be provisional and
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subject to revision on the basis of future investigation#
Its extreme importance as a culture area lies in its prox
imity to the Mexican cultures to the south.
For the purposes of this paper the Gila will be con
sidered. under the headings of Upper, Middle, and Lower#
THE UPPER GILA
The Upper Gila incised wares may be divided and con
sidered under two heads.

There are the incised wares found

in that area of west central Hew Mexico and east central
Arizona in the region of the headwaters of the Gila and San
Francisco, and in the upper Salt, Tularosa, Blue, and Tonto
drainages.

There is another area characterized by a small

percentage of incised wares found in southeastern Arizona
just west of the Mimbres area on the Gila proper and its
southern tributaries.
The Incised wares of the first area fall into the cor
rugated class and are perhaps one of the most interesting
phases of this group.

The incising is not limited alone to

the indented coil class but is also found on plain coiled
pottery.

This ware had rather an extended area being found

in the Tularosa-San Francisco region of Hew Mexico and in
the entire upper Salt Valley and its tributaries.

Further

more, as has been stated, the incised wares of the upper
Little Colorado also fall into this class.

It extends down

into the Sierra Anchas where considerable of this ware has
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been found.
In observing the corrugated pottery of this area it
will be seen that while considerable percentage of the ware
is decorated by incisions, a still greater percentage of
even finer ware is decorated by very dextrous manipulation
of the coils and indentations themselves.
both cases are exceedingly similar.

The designs in

However, on the whole

the wares decorated by manipulation of the indentations are
finer, more carefully made, and exhibit a greater delicacy
of technique than the incised wares.

This fact in itself

suggests that the incised designs were the bases for the
development of the corrugated ones.

Judging by the place

of incised wares in the sequence in other localities, it is
logical to suppose that here, as well as elsewhere, the in
cised preceded the development of more complicated tech
niques.
Dr. Hough in giving a general description of the cor
rugated wares of the Salt and Upper Gila remarks, "Though
coiling as a method of constructing pottery was generally
practiced in the Pueblo region, its use as a decoration
growing out of structure is of greater interest and import
ance in this area, where, besides the common varieties of
pinched coil by which vessels of crude materials were made
attractive, vessels were covered with fine corrugations, on
which textile designs were made by pressing down the ridges
by means of a tool.

These specimens are, as a rule, finely
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1
executed and have a pleasing appearance."
The paste of the vessels of this ware runs from very
coarse and friable in the region of the Sierra Anchas to a
fine hard mixture with a very fine ground quartz temper.
The colors range from grey to reddish.

Exteriors vary from

rather crude crumbly and poorly finished to the hard evengrained texture of the excellent corrugated types.
elements of design used have considerable range.

The
The sim

plest lines are usually placed in parallel groups and often
are made to run obliquely.

Chevrons, triangles, diamonds,

zigzags, and connected triangles and figures are character
istic of the better forms.

The illustrations given by

Hough in "The Culture of the Ancient Pueblos of the Upper
Gila River Region" (See Plates 5 and 61) show excellent
-

examples of this ware.

2
Plate IT shows some of the exam

ples of sherds of this ware from the Arizona State Museum
collections.
!

In the vicinity of Hayden some incised sherds have
been found that seem to be a different ware.
is on a fairly hard thin-walled brown ware.

The incising
The lines are

simple on the whole, some suggesting plain coils around
the vessel exterior.

1.
2.

Some such sherds were obtained by

Hough, Walter, Antiquities of the Upper Gila and Salt
Valleys, in Arizona and Hew Mexico, p. 26.
Hough, Walter, The Culture of the Ancient Pueblos of
the Upper Gila River Region, Hew Mexico and Arizona.

PLATE IV

Incised Sherds
from the Upper Gila and Salt Drainages,
Arizona

Arizona State Museum
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Dr. Cummings on the Orr Ranch about twelve miles below
1
Hayden.
In the fall of 1934 an Arizona State Museum expedition
under the direction of Dr. Cummings partially excavated a
large cave in the Gila Mountains, northeast of Safford in
the Gila Valley.

This cave, known as the McEuen Cave,

yielded a very interesting collection consisting of archaic
or Cave Period and Early Pitho use Period material.

This is

as far south in the Gila culture region as any authentic
Cave Period site is known to date.
covered the pottery is of interest.

Among the artifacts re
There is some plain

ware found in association with Early Red-on-Buff.

The

plain ware is best exemplified by a large olla (See Plate V)
16 inches tall, 16^ inches in diameter, and 9^ inches in
diameter at the orifice.
a short, straight neck.

The general shape is globular with
Just below the neck the vessel is

decorated with a simple meander, extending about two-thirds
the distance around the body, consisting of three parallel
lines of three cornered punctured holes.

The vessel is of

a medium hard paste and is well smoothed; the original color
was a brownish red but the entire olla had been blackened
in the fire.

The vessel is also interesting for* the

attempts it displays that were made towards its preserva
tion.

!•

The vessel had cracked from the rim down into the

Arizona State Museum Expedition, Spring 1933.

PLATE V

Incised 011a from the McEuen Cave, Gila Mountains

Eastern Arizona
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"body,

A long grass fibre had been knotted around the neck

"but had not stopped the crack.

So a ring from a colled

"basket that had lost its base was placed over the neck,
collar fashion.

Another interesting feature is the use of

a triangle punch to make the incisions.

As will be seen

this is identical to a method employed on some of the
Chihuahua incised vessels.

(See Plate IX)

In southeastern Arizona the area, while it is con
sidered by the virtue of its drainage to belong to the
Upper Gila, nevertheless is rather of a problem.

It is on

the peripheral border of the Casas Grandes culture to the
south, on that of the Mimbres culture to the east, and
seemingly is itself a periphery of the Hohokam culture of
the Middle Gila,

There are several examples of incised

wares coming from this area but on the whole these can be
traced to the Casas Grandes cultures to the south.

Hot all

the wares exhibit typical traits of Chihuahua incised but
seem to be more of a degenerate type or perhaps one of the
cruder and earlier of the Casas Grandes incised wares.
There are certain wares found in marginal Chihuahua sites
that are practically identical to wares still in use today

1
on the western slopes of the Sierra Madre range in Mexico.
The incised pottery reported from the Dragoons, like
that to the south and east, seems to be a product of the

1.

Sauer and Brand, Pueblo Sites in Southeastern Arizona,
p. 444.
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marginal Chihuahua culture and not a native ware.

It is

usually an incised "brown to red ware, and occasionally per
centages will run fairly high.

The incised ware found in

the Chiricahua Mountains is again a Chihuahuan ware and not
1
a Gila ware at all.
Some incised Red-on-Buff has "been re
ported from southeastern Arizona, mainly from the Sulphur

2
Springs Valley, north of Douglas.

-

THE MIDDLE GILA
Perhaps the most problematical and interestii^ of all
the Southwestern culture complexes is the Hohokam culture
of the Middle Gila.

While it is a typical Southwestern

culture, it nevertheless displays certain characteristics
that make it more or less of an enigma to the archaeologist.
The question as to the origin of the Gila phase and its true
place in Southwestern sequences offers the student innum
erable problems, all of which must be solved before the
correct perspective of this great division of American
culture is to be gained.
Several institutions in the past few years have been
devoting their efforts to a solution of the Hohokam pro
blem but foremost among these are the University of Arizona
and the Gila Pueblo.

i'
2.

It is the hope and aim of these in

Bryan, B . , Some Observations on the Prehistoric Pottery
of the Dragoons, pp. 103-108.
Trischka, Carl, Hohokam: A Chapter in the History of
Red-on-Buff Culture of Arizona, p. 423.
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stitutions that through the study of the Hohokam culture
something may he learned of the movements and developments
of peoples throughout the Southwest and that perhaps the
key as to how much, the Southwestern cultures borrowed from
the Mexican cultures to the south, and how much of their
culture they evolved through independent invention and in
itiative may lie in the Middle Gila.

It was formerly

thought that the Eed-on-Buff culture came into the Gila
fully, developed and that the stages of its development
after coming into this area were merely elaborations of
the start it had when the people of which this civilization
is characteristic came here.

But as was brought out in the

discussion on the Manufacture of Pottery this theory is no
longer tenable.

The excavations made during the past year

at Snaketown, near Chandler, on the Middle Gila by the Gila
Pueblo Expedition, fall and winter, 1934-35, show a develop
ment of the Eed-on-Buff pottery from an undecorated ances
tral ware.

What stages of development may have preceded

this undecorated phase is still not known.

Also, it is

still doubtful as to how much of the development is local
and how much can be attributed to outside influence.

Fur

thermore, if the Gila cultures go back so much further than
anyone supposed possible, the quest!on arises as to how
much influence they may have exerted on the great pueblo
cultures to the north and northeast of them.

It is hoped

that many of these problems will be solved with a detailed
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analysis of the pottery types and their correlation with
house types and other cultural trends.

Pottery making is

a culture complex and as such gives an interpretation of
the culture, the influences, and the diffusion that took
place.

So through pottery as the working basis must come

the solution of the many mute questions now in the fore in
the field of Middle Gila archaeology.
In order to make clear the pottery complex of the
Hohokam culture, the tentative classification based on the
wares found at Snaketown, as outlined by Dr. Haury, will be
given first.

The wares are given in the order of their

appearance on the culture horizon which order has been cor
related with house "types insofar as possible.
The Snaketown Classification of the Gila Pueblo
1) VAHKI - This is a plain ware with very thin
walls in some instances. Although an early
ware this is not the beginning of pottery
making by any means.
2) ESTRELLA - A ware very similar to the above
except that it marks the beginning of painted
decoration in the Hohokam. It is very crude,
more so in some ways than the Vahki ware.
There is no evidence of coiling or grooving.
(Incising)
3) QUEEH GREEK - This phase has been worked out
in pottery only, there still having been no
house types found for this pottery. The de
signs are crude and painted on the natural
ground. They resemble in some respects Pres
cott Black-on-Grey although not as crude as
the northern ware.
,
4) SWEETWATER - This ware bears no slip and has
crude designs on a background of grey to black.
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Hatchured elements are eonamon. There is a sug
gestion, but suggestion only of the flare-rimmed
bowl. The exterior of this ware is characterized
by very heavy incising on the exterior that
amounts almost to grooves. These grooves are
so placed to resemble coiling and in some cases
the grooves are made on the coils.
5) SNAKETOY/H - The designs in this phase are on an
even darker gackground than in the Sweetwater
phase. Hatchured backgrounds, spirals, large
scrolls, and no repeated elements characterize
this ware. Incising on the exterior is less
abundant but the lines more regular and deeper.
6) GILA BUTTE - The buff color of this ware is in
ferior and the paste not as smooth or as con
sistent as in the later wares. It is the latest
of the pre-Colonial wares. Surfaces are often
smudged, blotched and mottled due to inferior
firing methods. Some vessels are slipped, some
unslipped. The designs are more elaborate,
lines are closer together and repeated elements
form consistent all-over designs. Large
hatchured or solid areas and conventionalized
bird designs are also common. On the exterior
trailing red lines and light incised lines are
found.
7) COLONIAL - SANTA CRUZ - EARLY RED-ON-Buff The designs of this phase feature small elements
in bands or fringes extending down from the rim
on the interior and long trailing lines on the
exterior. The flaring bowl comes in but
straight bowls with slightly curved rims are
very popular. The designs are painted in light
to maroon red on a light buff ground. There
is the use of slip in some cases but at other
times the designs are painted on the unslipped
surface of the bowl.
8) SEDENTARY OR SAGATON - Vessel shapes become
• very pronounced. Large ollas with sharp low
Gila shoulder are very common. The. rims are
sharply recurved. Shallow flared bowls and
large flat bowls, as well as straight sided
bowls are found. This phase is cruder than
the preceding showing a degeneration. De
signs revert to large crude and interlocking
scrolls, hatchured grounds and solid pendant
triangles. There is considerable use of large
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naturalistic designs such as "birds. Small
repeated elements covering the entire field
of howl interiors or even over considerable
of the exterior still hang on.
9) CLASSICAL, CIVAHO, OR LATE RED-OH-BUFF - This
is the Red-on-Buff of the pueblos. Designs
become much more complicated and incorporate
many typically Southwestern elements. Back
grounds are light to deep reddish buff, some
slipped, others unslipped. The vessels with
the deep reddish buff backgrounds are often
highly polished. Paste smooth, hard, and
even, and vessel walls thin to very thin.
Ollas become more globular with straight
necks and rims; the decoration is in a zone
around the middle of the body and just below
the neck. Bowls are deep and more or less
hemispherical; interiors are often burnished
and the decoration is confined to the ex
teriors .
The above classification is not entirely necessary to
the theme of this paper but helps place for the student the
comparative position in the pottery sequence of the newly
worked out wares of the Hohokam culture.

The point of i n 

terest lies in the incised Red-on-Buff.
Incised Red-on-Buff has been found in the Gila for
many years but just where its position might be in the
sequence was unknown.

It was thought to be a phase of

Early or Colonial Red-on-Buff.

That it is-a pre-colonial

ware is very significant to the investigator.

Even more

interesting is the excellent technique seen in so much of
the incised Red-on-Buff.

The presence alone of incising

in connection with painted decoration would point to a
connection somewhere with the Mexican cultures to the south.
Furthermore, the peculiar accuracy of line and application
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of the incised decorations on such a large percentage of the
wares would suggest introduction and not independent in
vention.
It has been shown previously that there was a close
contact between the Gila and the Casas Grandes cultures of
Chihuahua as evidenced in both ceramic and architectural
remains.

There is an interesting pottery type from Casas

Grandes that makes use of excellent incising in connection
with excellent Red-on-Buff designs on the same vessel.
This type of ware is characterized mainly by small ollas.
The technique and the distribution of the ware would show
it to be a Late Pueblo development.

But the incised Red

on-Buff of the Gila is fo und only at pithouse sites of the
Early Pueblo Period,

It would seem then that the Gila must

have had its influence also on the cultures to the south.
This is further substantiated by these pieces of Casas
Grandes ware that are so evidently copies of the typical
Gila polychromes.

Such a close connection between these

two centers suggests that possibly they had a common origin
or were each in turn influenced by, or derived their
impetus from, a common culture center.

The greater aspects

of the question need not immediately concern us.

Looking

at the problem it would seem that the use of incising in
connection with painted decoration in the Red-on-Buff
pottery of the Gila was a technique introduced into the
area presumably from the Mexican cultures to the south
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since this method of decoration is known to have been very
common in the prehistoric phases of that area.
The area covered by incised Red-on-Buff is unknown.
Some campsites from the region of the Sulpher Springs Val
ley show a small percentage of incised Red-on-Buff sherds.
£

The Grewe site yielded a high percentage of this ware.
At operation Number 4 and operation Number 12 at Casa Grande
Gladwin found incised Red-on-Buff.

The ware in both oases

seems to have come from a purely Early or Colonial site.
However, it may be that the stratification was mixed or
that Snaketown has not yielded incised ware in the Colonial
»
4
period.
Haury reports the same ware from Roosevelt:9:6.
To quote, "Incising on the pottery from Roosevelt:9:6 is
confined to painted bowl exteriors.

This type of ornamenta

tion usually starts with a-spiral on the outside bottom of
the bowl and is continued upwards to the rim.

Often, after

a few turns of the spiral were made, the continuity was
broken but the effect continued by making a series of quick
strokes parallel to the rim over about one quarter of the
surface.

The position of the bowl was then shifted and the

strokes repeated, but not necessarily joining those of the
1.
2.
3.
4.

Trischka, Carl, Hohokam: A Chapter in the History of
Red-on-Buff Culture of Arizona, p. 423.
Woodward, Arthur, The Grewe Site, Gila Valley, Arizona,
p. 17.
Gladwin, H. S., Excavations at Casa Grande, Arizona,
pp. 15-19.
Haury, Emil W . , Roosevelt:9:6; A Hohokam Site of the
Colonial Period.
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previous operation, until the entire surface was thus
treated.

Several sherds, however, indicate a greater care

in the incised treatment, as the lines are deeply out and
carefully spaced.

Painted decoration was often applied

over the incised area.M
There is considerable incised Red-on-Buff found in
the Santa Cruz Valley as evidenced by sherd collections in
the Arizona State Museum.

One site especially, would seem,

on the basis of the sherds, to be a pre-Colonial ruin. This
is the ruin lying at the foot of the Tucson Mountains near
St. Mary's Hospital.

Plate VI shows sherds from this site.

The incisions in Figure A are veiy deep and carefully spaced
resembling the Sweetwater phase from Snaketown.
Excavating at Pueblo Grande and la Ciudad near Phoenix
on the lower Salt River yielded a fair percentage of incised
Red-on-Buff coming from the lower stratas of occupation.
Conventionalized bird designs were characteristic of the
painted designs.

The incisions are light.

This ware is

probably comparable to the Gila Butte phase.
Incised wares in the upper tributaries of the Middle
Gila are rather rare.

The development or occurrence is

very sporadic and suggests that those pieces or sherds that
are found are to be attributed more to the individual
caprice of the potter than to any definite trend.

T.

Or it

Schmidt, E. F . , Time Relations of Prehistoric Pottery
Types in Southern Arizona.

PLATS VI

Incised Red-on-Buff Sherds from Pithou.se Rooms
near St. Mary’s Hospital, Tucson, Arizona

Arizona State Museum
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may be, since the Verde and its tributaries seem to have
been great migratory routes, that the pieces found repres
ent the local efforts of migrant peoples who tarried for a
while and then moved on.

Most of the sherds that the

writer has seen are of plain brown to greyish ware, usually
of a rather hard gritty paste, and on the whole rather well
finished.

The walls are medium to thin and the designs

usually take the form of coils.

The incisions were not

deep nor were they, as a rule, very carefully spaced.
Sherds seem to have come from both ollas and bowls.
One large olla in the State Museum, from the King’s
Ruin, Chino Valley, is of a coarse heavy ware, reddish in
oast, and was incised in deep horizontal gashes probably
to resemble indented coiling.
THE LOWER GILA
There is little or nothing known of the culture of the
Lower Gila.

There is none of the high development found in

the Middle Gila and evidence would point to it being a
degenerate and peripheral area of the main Gila cultures.
Such ware as has been brought to light comes mainly from
campsites and is very crude and poorly made.

In some

respects it resembles the modern Yuman ware.

It perhaps

is more like the crude Sonoran wares than any other.

There

is no report of incised ware but as no sequence or class
ification has been evolved, this does not necessarily mean
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that such a type did not exist*
In summary:

We see that the Gila drainage was char

acterized by two types of incised wares*

In the Upper Gila

there is found an excellent grade of incised corrugated
ware.

This ware is also characteristic of the Upper Little

Colorado drainage.

The Middle Gila, on the other hand, saw

the development of the most individualistic and the most un
usual of all the Southwestern incised wares, the Incised
•

Red-on—Buff *

x

.

There is reason to believe that this ware,

while developed in the Middle Gila, had its impetus from
elsewhere, most probably from the Mexican area to the south.
This same ware had a comparable type in the Incised Buff
of the Casas Grandes culture of Chihuahua.

The Incised

Red-on-Buff of the Gila is not very well known but promises
with its ancestral wares, to become one of the most im
portant pottery types of the Southwest.
)

\

■

THE RIO GRANDE DRAIRAGE
The Rio Grande drainage takes in a tremendous area and
is perhaps one of the most difficult to classify and under
stand due to the small amount of work that has been done in
comparison to the size of the area involved.
The Rio Grande has its headwaters in southwestern
Colorado in the same mountains that give rise to the San
Juan,

It flows east into Hew Mexico, turns, and flows al

most due south through the entire state.

Its western
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tributaries have their rise in the mountains of the con
tinental divide.

On the east it is bounded by its main

tributary, the Pecos.

"The Rio Grande drainage in Hew

Mexico comprises every sort of land, from lofty mountain
ranges to bleak sandy desert; a large part of it, however,
is typical Southwestern country, arid, yet not hopelessly
dry; its mesas covered with cedar and pinon, its lower
stretches overgrown with sagebrush, cactus, and other semidesert vegetation."
The Rio Grande and the Pecos combine to form one great
culture area.

How far east this area may extend is impos

sible to say.

On the west it ends with the continental

divide, the other side of which is occupied by the head
waters of the Gila and the little Colorado.
extensions run into the San Juan cultures.
eastern extensions it may have is doubtful.

The northern
What north
In the south

the culture seems to dwindle out and give way to the Chi
huahua and certain Texas cultures that are as yet undefined.
The incised wares of the Rio Grande are to be found
mainly in the north central portion of the region where
they seemingly constitute a fair percentage of the pottery
types.

The work on this region has been done on the whole

by Jeancon, Kidder, Hewitt, and the Laboratory of Anthro
pology at Santa Fe, though some of the earlier explorers

1.

Kidder, A. V., An Introduction to the Study of South
western Archaeology, p. 84.
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made more or less superficial surveys.

The confusing of

terminology makes it very difficult for the student to ob
tain much worthwhile information from these earlier writ
ers, as does the lack of definite location of sites to which
reference is made.

At the present time the Laboratory of

Anthropology at Sante Fe is endeavoring to work out a
systematic classification and correlation of the Rio Grande
cultures that will be of invaluable assistance to future
investigators when completed.
In 1920 J. A. Jeancon made an archaeological investi
gation of the Taos Valley north of Sante Fe in an endeavor
to gain some knowledge of the prehistoric inhabitants of
1
this region.
His work finally centered about Llano since
the culture to be found in the ruins there seemed typical
of the entire region.

The inhabitants of the Taos Valley,

judging by their pottery,seem to have borrowed both from
the San Juan cultures to the north and west and from the
main Rio Grande cultures to the south.

Jeancon believes

that the pottery may be classed in three groups; the plain
ware consisting of black cooking vessels, the Blaek-onWhite, and the Black-on-Red.

It is further noted that the

ruins in the Taos that specialized in these pottery types
all seem to belong to the true Pueblo Period and to what
we might term the Great Pueblo Period.
1.

It is interesting

Jeancon, J. A., Archaeological Investigations in the
Taos Valley, Rew Mexico, during 1920.
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to note that in the Taos there was little or no manufacture
of the Rio Grande Biscuit ware, and that on the whole the
region enjoyed a truly local development.

The Black-on-

White ware is of a highly specialized type and comparable
to any in the Southwest.

Black-on-Red was rare and much

more like that of the Chaco and adjacent regions.

It

never became a popular type thus leaving the plain and the
Black-on-White wares the two important pottery types of
the region.
The cooking ware of Llano is a very interesting type.
The following quotation from Jeancon gives a good descrip
tion:
"There were no examples of the indented or corrugated
pottery in the ruin at Llano, but on the surface there was
an abundance of such sherds.

The large jars from the rhin

appear to have been made in the usual boil technique but
the coils were obliterated, by wiping the surface with a
corncob or some other object with a rough surface, as the
work on the vessel progressed.

After the completion of the

pot, decorations were incised around its upper part.

On

many the lower portions show traces of the coils which
1
were not completely obliterated by the rubbing process."
The Llano incised ware was constructed from a soft
paste containing little temper.
1.

The characteristic shape

Jeancon, J. A., Archaeological Investigation in the
Taos Valley, Hew Mexico, during.1920, p. 20.
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was a large mouthed olla with but little difference in the
greatest diameter of the body and the diameter of the
mouth.

The pots are not well balanced and considerably

asymmetric.

On the whole the incised designs were con

fined to the upper part of the b ody and cut to resemble
coiling.

However, .there was some attempt to establish

zonal decoration.

Basket markings were so common on the

base of the ollas as to suggest the fact that they were
started in a basket.
Jeancon reports that he also encountered a somewhat
similar ware to the above in La Jara Canyon, Hew Mexico,
situated at the southern end of the Jicarilla Apache
reservation.

In the case of the la Jara incised ware the

paste was very hard, heavily tempered, and burned a deep
brick color.

There was also some combination of unobliter

ated coils and incising in zones on the same vessel, a
£

rather unusual procedure.
In both cases the incisions, as a rule, were deeply
cut with some sharp pointed instrumentj but a few examples
show the use of a broad blunt implement.
This incised ware is a purely utilitarian ware and
as such is easily distinguished from another incised ware
to be found almost in the same area and to the west.

1.
2.

Jeancon, J. A..Archaeological Investigations in the
Taos Valley, Hew Mexico, during 1920, p. 21.
Ibid, p. 20.
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Furthermore, this ware always occurs in oonneotion with
Black-on-White and is not found in sites that developed
Biscuit wares.
The laboratory of Anthropology has been attempting to
arrive at an analysis and a chronological development of a
modern dull-paint polychrome ware common the the upper Rio
Grande Valley and which is designated by them as leva
Polychrome. . This ware seemingly is derived from the com
bination of several wares but Dr. Mera believes that it
had its base in an incised ware which has been given the
1
name of Potsuwi’i Incised.
This ware has its type site in
Potsuwi’i, formerly called Otowi. This is the same ware
2
3
described by Kidder in 1915, and by Jeancon in 1923.
Kidder found it to be one of the characteristic wares of
the Pajarito Plateau and Jeancon establishes it as a Chama
4
ware. It was described by Bandolier as early as 1892 and
5
by Hewett in 1906.
For the sake of clearness the term Potsuwi’i Incised
will be used in this paper since it is the latest terminol-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mera, H. P. Wares Ancestral to Tewa Polychrome.
Kidder, A. V., Pottery of the Pajarito Plateau and of
Some Adjacent Regions in New Mexico, pp. 420-425.
Jeancon, J. P . , Excavations in the Chama Valley, New
Mexico, pp. 54-57.
Bandolier, A. F . , Final Report of Investigations among
the Indians of the Southwestern United States, Carried
on Mainly in the Years from 1880-1885.
Hewett, E. L . , Antiquities of the Jernes Plateau, New
Mexico, p. 52.
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ogy that has been applied in the attempt to work out the
chronology of the Eio Grande pottery types*
Potsuwi’i Incised seems to be a characteristic pottery
type of the entire upper Rio Grande Talley.

The greatest

center for development of pottery in that region seems to
be the Pajarito Plateau, and Pajaritan wares are to be
found from Chama and Taos in the north to El Paso in the
south and from Pecos and the Marizano-Salt basin in -the
1
east to Acoma and the Eio Puerco in the west.
Speaking of
Potsuwi’i Incised, Mera states that it "reaches its great
est development on the Pajarito Plateau and in the adjacent
section and decreases in popularity away from this center;

2
especially is this true to the south and east.”
In an attempt to place Potsuwi’i Incised in the time
sequence it is noted that it is never found in Biscuit A
sites nor in sites showing a preponderance of Biscuit A
over Biscuit B.

Furthermore * it is not found in connection

with the first three of the Glaze series, and evidently did
not make its appearance until Glaze IT times.

So Mera draws

the following conclusion that "it seems quite probable that
the ware made its appearance during Glaze IT and not earlier
3
than Biscuit B times."

1.
2.
3.

Kidder, A. T . , Pottery of the Pajarito Plateau and of
Some Adjacent Regions in Hew Mexico, p. 460.
Mera, H. P . , A Survey of the Biscuit Ware Area in
northern Hew Mexico, p. 17.
Mera, H. P . , Wares Ancestral to Tewa Polychrome, p. 7.
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The earliest description of this ware was made "by
Bandolier in his report on the Indians of the Southwest.
In his discussion on the pottery of the Pueblo of Ho-ui-ri
on the 0 jo Caliente River, he says, "There is a painted
pottery, glossy with the usual figures in black and reddish
brown; also corrugated ware, and incised pottery with bor
ders in relief;

Of the last sort a complete vessel, orig

inally from the ruins of Abe-chiu, also a Tehua pueblo ^ is
preserved in the collection of Mr. Samuel Eldodt at San
Juan.

The incisions are simply straight and narrow grooves,

intersecting one another with a faint attempt at symmetry.
The borders are indented, and seem to have encircled the
upper rims of bowls, as well as the short necks of urns
1
and jars."
His investigations showed that there was
2
little of this ware at the Cavate Dwellings of Puye, and a
3
survey of the Ancient Tano pueblos yielded none at all.
-

The incised ware described by Hewett from the Jemez
Plateau

is the same as the description of the incised
5
wares at Po-shu on the Chama River given by Jeancon.:
In 1912 Jeanoon made an investigation of the ruins at
Pesedeuinge on the River Oso about five miles above the
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bandolier, A. F . , Final Report of Investigations among
the Indians of the Southwestern United States, Carried
on Mainly in the Years from 1880 to 1885, pp. 39-40.
Ibid, p. 70.
Ibid, p. 91.
Hewett, E. L . , Antiquities of the Jemez Plateau, Hew
Mexico, p. 52.
Jeancon, J. A., Excavations in the Chama Valley, Hew
Mexico, pp. 54-57.
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confluence of the Rio Oso and the Rio Chama.

The incised

ware here was excellently made, having thin walls and decor
ated with designs that suggested ferns and veins of leaves.
There was also considerable use of thumb nail incisions en1
circling the neck.
In his analysis of the wares of the Pajarito Plateau
Kidder classes Potsuwi’i Incised as being closely allied to
the Biscuit wares except that the incised pottery, unlike
Biscuit ware, is thin walled.
is little use of temper.

Like the Biscuit wares there

On the whole the pottery is uni

formly dull grey with an occasional use of a micaceous wash.
The designs are simple, rectilinear, and geometric and made
with a blunt pointed instrument.

Occasionally one finds a

piece bearing punctuate ornamentation, and sometimes the
incising appears to have been made with the thumb nail. De
sign elements are either straight lines or dashes and her
ringbone and hatchured zones are quite characteristic.
Kidder also points out that while Potsuwi’i Incised is a
characteristic Pajaritan ware, it is, nevertheless, found
more commonly to the north and at Abiquivir and 0jo Caliente

2
than on the Plateau itself.
3
Jeancon in his analysis of this ware
1.
2.
3.

says that on

Jeancon, J. A., Ruins at Pesedeuinge, p. 37.
Kidder, A. V . , Pottery of the Pajarito Plateau and of
Some Adjacent Regions in Hew Mexico, pp. 420-425; 460-61.
Jeancon, J. A . , Excavations in the Chama Valley, Hew
Mexico, pp. 54-57.
*
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first thought it would seem to be an outgrowth of coiled
cooking ware but that more detailed study shows it to be a
late innovation and very possibly a development from Bis
cuit ware.

Furthermore, the fine hard quality of the paste

and the thinness of the walls make it the most plausible
forerunner of the red ware that is conceded to be the
latest of the pre-Spanish wares.

The hardness of paste,

graceful forms, and the general fine appearance of the
ware, Jeancon feels, justifies its being placed in a posi
tion following the Biscuit wares.
types of vessels were incised.

At Po-ehu many different

Small pieces seem to bear

the best designs and the most carefully executed ones.
Bowls run from small to large but never very large; the
rim usually has a sharp incurve.

The ollas have a very

distinct shoulder (see Plate VII) that is quite character
istic of the Jemez Plateau vessels.

The rim incurve on

bowls is so distinct at times to give them a shoulder.
This author describes the ware as chocolate-brown in color
but in many cases so much mica had been included in the
ware as to give it a greyish tinge.
The above points and others have been incorporated by
Mara in his report on Potsuwi’i Incised

and a brief sum

mary based on his description will not be amiss.

According

to Mera the incised technique was employed in vessels

1.

Mera, H. P . , Wares Ancestral to Tewa Polychrome.

PLATE VII

Chama Valley, New Mexico

Arizona State Museum
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having three distinct kinds of paste.

The first class has

a coarse paste similar to that used in the cooking wares;
the second class has a finer and more gritty paste like
that used in the Biscuit wares; the third class comprises
most of the specimens known to date.

This class has a

"fine-grained paste somewhat denser than Biscuit and vary
ing in color from light greyish tan, through pale tan to a
1
pink or a reddish shade of this color.n
No slip was ap
plied but occasionally a thin micaceous wash was applied
giving the vessel a sparkling appearance.

Outside surfaces

were worked down with scraping and rubbing and usually
"floated" to make them smooth.
characteristic forms.
ect to flaring.

Jars and bowls were the

Rims evolved from incurving to dir

The patterns show considerable variety but

are always rectilinear, curvilinear elements being totally
unknown.

Punctuate designs were not uncommon.

Mera sees

Potsuwi’i Incised as the parent ware for Sankawi Blaek-onCream, which in paste is similar to Potsuwi’i Incised but
lacks the greyish tan shades, tending more to reddish colors.
Furthermore, the paste of the latter ware is even harder
than that of the incised ware.

Sankawi Black-on-Cream was

the latest of the prehistoric wares and evidently the ware
referred to as Red Ware by Jeancon.

1.

2.

2

Mera, H. P., Wares Ancestral to Tewa Polychrome, pp. 3-4.
Ibid.
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As one continues south down the Rio Grande the in
cised wares diminish and disappear except for sporadic in
stances until the northern periphery of the Casas Grandes
culture is reached near the Hew Mexico-Texas border.

At
1

Pecos the only incised pieces were miniature vessels.
In southern lew Mexico the only typical Rio Grande
ware that makes use of incising in any form is the Chupadero Black-on-White, which employs it only occasionally in
2
an attempt to imitate rolls of clay in jar handles. , •
The Heye Foundation expedition to the Hew Mexico-Texas
border reports incised.

Judging from the pottery assoc

iations that this ware has, it must be. Chihuahua Incised
for it is found in connection with Black-on-White, Black3
on-Red, Red,and Black-on-Yellow, and corrugated.
This
same ware is reported by Stallings in a survey of south cen
tral Hew Mexico and the vicinity of El Paso, Texas.

Stall

ings states that it is the good type of Casas Grandes In4
cised and occurs in fair percentage.
In summary, we see the upper Rio Grande region as the
center for the development of one of the few truly incised
wares to be found in the Southwest.

1.
2.
3.
4.

The spread of this

Kidder, A. V., The Artifacts of Pecos, p. 135.
Mera, H. P . , Ghupadero Black-on-White, p. 3
Coffin, E. F . , Heye Foundation - Expedition to the Hew
Mexico, Texas Border, p. 152.
Stallings, W. S. Jr., Hotes on the Pueblo Culture in
South Central Hew Mexico and in the Vicinity of El Paso,
Texas, p. 76.
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ware over such a large area, Its excellent development, and
the percentage it takes in comparison to other wares war
rants its having a place in the pottery sequence as a typ
ical ceramic type. >

•

THE MIMBRES DRAIKAGE
The area drained "by the Mimtres is a comparatively
small one, isolated somewhat from the rest of the South
western area.

Geographically speaking, the Mimbres is a

part of the Chihuahua drainage and marks a northerly ex
tension of the Chihuahua Basin; but the Mimbres as a stream
goes dry shortly after emerging from the mountains that are
the source of its headwaters.

To the archaeologist it is a

separate entity and for that reason has been isolated from
the other culture areas.

*

The Mimbres rises in the Black Mountains of Few Mexico
and flows south towards the Mexican border.

The upper

courses of the stream are confined to a small, narrow, and
fertile valley while the lower courses spread out to desert
and the stream, except in time of flood, disappears into the
sand. .

.

'

While we have stated that the Mimbres is a culture area
within itself, nevertheless, it is partially covered by the
northern periphery of the Chihuahua culture area, and cer
tain of the pottery types found will, of necessity, be in
cluded in the Casas Grandes classification.

Strangely
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enough, the Mimbrenos seemingly "borrowed or incorporated
"but little from the Chihuahua culture so that classification
is not complicated in that way.
The student is well acquainted with the Mimfcres class
ical Black-on-White and with the Mimbres Bold-face Blackon-White.

But the earlier phases of the pottery sequence

were comparatively unknown until but recently when the ex
cavations made by the Gila Pueblo under the direction of
Dr. Haury brought to light an extensive pit-house culture,
that seemingly has divulged the ancestral wares to the
Black-on-White.

The report on this important piece of

work has not yet been published so that the entire class
ification and sequence is not known to the writer.

How

ever, a brief summary of the sequence will be given.

This

is in no way complete nor is it thorough.
The pottery sequence is based on the type coming from
pit-houses only and does not include the Classical Mimbres
Black-on-White.

At the lowest level, several feet below

the surface, the pottery was all plain and undecorated ex
cept for a small percentage of neck coiled and incised ware.
This ware, while coarse, is not as crude as would be ex
pected from a basic ware.

The plain ware is found in

shades of brown, from dark brown to tan.

There is some red

ware, slipped, and of a much better finish..As with the

1.

Gila Pueblo Expedition, Summer, 1934.

\
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red ware the percentage of coiled neck ware does not run
high.

Some of this coiled effect is gained by incising.
The second level is characterized by the San Francisco

phase of Mogollon Bed-on-Brown.

This is a medium type of

decorated ware, the decorations being rather simple in char
acter and poorly applied.

Plain ware as described above

continues as does the red ware.

The red ware is of very

good quality and constitutes about twenty percent of the
total wares.

About ten percent of the wares were decorated

with neck incisions resembling the coiled necks of the
earlier phase.
pose.

Incising was mostly employed for this pur

,
The third phase is a transitional one from the Mogollon

Red-on-Brown to the Mangos Black-on-lfhite.

This latter ware

is what has been known as Mimbres Bold Face Black-on-White.
However, it is an earlier phase of this ware than has been
described- before this b y .excavators and investigators. Red
on-Brown continues but decreases toward the end of the
phase in favor of the Black-on-lfhite.

Red ware falls in

percentage to about ten percent of the total wares.

As the

Black-on-White rises, the red and the plain wares decrease.
Corrugated and neck incised types also hang on but like the
red wares diminish in percentage.
The fourth phase is the Mimbres Classical Black-onWhite.

As stated, this ware was not found in the pit-house

excavated at Mangos.
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The use of neck incising was an early technique in the
Mimbres, as brought out by the excavations at Mangos, where
it rises during the second phase in the pottery sequence.
This is also substantiated by the work done by Bradfield

1
at Cameron Creek Tillage.

At this site a small percentage

of incised wares was found.

These all come from the lower

levels or pitho use sites and not from the pueblo ruin.
Furthermore, they came from a level several feet below the
Mimbres Classical level.

The Classical strata itself lay

below the last level of occupation that is characterised
by Late Gila Polychrome and Classical Casas Grandes wares.
The incising from the Cameron Greek Tillage was not as
pronounced as that from the Mangos ruins.

There was more

use in the Cameron Creek wares of short incised lines on
coils or necks, and of reed incisions *

The following il

lustrations in the publication are good examples of the
type of incising found at Cameron Creek:

Plate XXT, Eos.

4, 7, 8, 9, aid 12, Plate XC, Eo. 113-28, and Plate XCIII,
Ho. 244.
Fewkes reported incised pottery from the Mimbres but
made no attempt to place it in the sequence.

He speaks of

it as a rough ware that reminded him of the Casas Grandes
ware.

1.

His description though would place this ware in

Bradfield, Wesley, Cameron Creek Tillage.
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1
Haury’s classification and not in the Casas Grandee.

■ v*
Editha Watson reports a red incised ware from the
Mimtres found at the Gonzales Ranch Ruin.

She states that

this ware is thin,.beautifully made, with the decoration
carefully applied.

Furthermore, that the geometrical de

signs are not like those found elsewhere such as found in
£

the Casas Grandes wares.

Whether this is a type develop

ed and carried on only at this particular ruin or whether
it may be a Chihuahua type is difficult to say.

Since it

comes from a pueblo ruin one would suspect it of being a
Chihuahua ware.
At the Swartz ruin only ten pieces out of 936 were
incised; this would constitute only a little over one per
cent of the wares removed.

But if the number of sherds

showing incising were included, the percentage would in
crease.

The description of the ware shows a red-brown

paste, rather friable, with a medium coarse sand temper.
The bowls from the collection were not slipped or washed
but were polished after being incised.

They averaged about

eight or nine inches in diameter and the decoration was
applied to the outside at, or below, the rim in a band
composed of triangles with opposed hatehure.

The oilas

were about the same as regards paste and finish except that

1.
2.

Fewkes, J. W . , Animal Figures on Prehistoric Pottery
from the Kimbres Valley, Hew Mexico, p. 543i
Watson, Editha L . , Two Mimbres River Ruins, p. 53.
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they were sometimes given a wash of iron oxide.
is full, short-necked and the rims curve out.

The body

.

Decoration

usually starts close to the rim but a smooth band separates
it from the edge.

Elements consist of rows of gouge marks,

herring-bone, and opposed hatchured triangles and alternate
gouged and incised triangles.

The lower half of the ves-

1
sels from the shoulder down was left plain.
Other incised wares found in this culture area are
typical to the Casas Grandes region to the south and will be
described under that head.
To conclude:

Incised wares in the Mimbres are char

acteristic of the earlier phases in the pottery sequence.
On the whole the decoration was simple, either imitating
the coiled neck vessels of earlier times, or employing
hatchure, triangles, or herring-bone design.

The ware is

not known to have enjoyed any great vogue, and seemingly
had disappeared by the time of the Classical Blaok-on-White.
THE CHIHUAHUA DRAIMGE
The Chihuahua Basin lies mainly in the northern part
of the state of Chihuahua, Mexico.

As stated before, the

Mimbres really comprises part of this drainage but actually
goes dry far to the north of the basin.

The basin is

bounded on the west by the Sierra Madras and on the east

1.

Cosgrove, H. S. and C.B., The Swartz Ruin - A Typical
Mimbres Site in Southwestern Kew Mexico.
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"by other mountain ranges.

It is a wide valley, rather long,

but has no outlet to the sea, ending instead in a series of
salt lakes.

The northeastern portion is mainly desert and

desert mountains.

The southern and western portions of the

valley are the most fertile and are well watered.
The Chihuahua culture area takes in the eastern slopes
of the Sierra Madras and its peripheries extend north and
west into the states of Hew Mexico and Arizona.
extends northeast into Texas.

It also

What its extent to the south

and east may be is as yet not determined.
It is a peculiar thing that the Chihuahua area, im
portant as it is to an understanding of the development of
the Southwest cultures, should have had so little attention
in the past.

Ho work to speak of has been done on the un

covering of its sequences, and what is known of it today
consists mainly of knowledge derived from a study on museum
collections.

There have been several attempts to outline

a pottery chronology for the Casas Grandee wares, but lack
ing correlation with other traits of the culture these have
but little value.

There is no knowledge of the time

sequences, nor does anyone know at what period the area was
first inhabited or whether that inhabitation was by the
same people that settled the Southwest or by immigrant
peoples from the Mexican area to the south.

It is hard to

say whether the Southwest cultures influenced the Chihuahua
developments or whether the Southwest may have received its
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impetus from a very early people of that region or general
area,

The Chihuahua eulture is indeed a complex in the true

sense of the word.

Architecturally it is closely affiliat-

ed with the Southwest, especially with the cultures of the
Middle Gila area.

Its ceramic art is characteristically

Southwestern* yet shows certain trends and influences dis
tinctly Mexican.

This same holds true for other arts.

As

close as the center was to the Mexican civilizations to the
south, it would be strange had it not derived certain of
its traits from these stronger and more firmly established
peoples.

But the question is more concerned with the early

history of the diffusion.

As is said so many times, solu

tion lies only in future investigation.

The only hope is

that this investigation will not be prolonged too in
definitely.
To return to incised wares, the greatest center for
the development of this technique in the Southwest was in
Chihuahua.

But, the incised wares of Chihuahua are per

haps less Southwestern in their characteristics and de
rivation than any studied so far.

In fact, incising would

seem to be one of the major techniques borrowed or dif
fused from the Mexicn cultures to the south.

At an early

date, in the Archaic age of the Valley of Mexico to be more
exact, the use of incising in.the decoration of clay ves
sels was a well established art.

Furthermore, while still

in the Archaic stage the Mexican potters combined the
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technique of incising with the painted technique to form
very good decorations.

There was also developed in Mexico

a technique that was a purely native invention; this was
the use of paint filled incisions.

It is the use of paint

ing and incising on the same vessel, and of paint-filled
incision for decorative purposes that would point to the
Chihuahuan incised wares as showing distinct Mexican af
filiations. It is quite true that the greater portion of.
/
the incised wares of the Casas Grandes area are plain. How
ever, there is sufficient use of the combined decorative
techniques to offset the notion that this type was a spor
adic form or a late innovation.. The use of incising with
painted decoration in the Gila at an early period has been
pointed out to be one of the main arguments for segregating
the Hohokam culture from the other typical Southwestern
developments, and the basis for the argument that the Gila
culture most probably had its impetus from the south.
It must not be thought that there was little original
ity displayed by the ancient inhabitants of Chihuahua.

To

the contrary, the culture of the Casas Grandes region shows
many local developments.

Its position between two such

highly individualistic centers was not very conducive,
though, to any local development, subject as it must have
been-to culture waves and trends from both the north and
the south.

It is surprising that it developed as individ-

ualistically as it did.
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On the basis of color one may divide the incised wares
of Chihuahua into three classes:
wares, and the buff wares.

the red wares, the black

The greater percentage of the

wares fall into the red and the buff classes.

Black in

cised was not as popular, probably due to the fact that
any decoration of a black vessel is not nearly as effective
as the decoration of a lighter colored one.

Paint filled

incising occurs in even less percentage than the black in
cised.
The description of the Chihuahua incised ware given
here will be based on the collections in the Arizona State
Museum.

There are three of these collections that to

gether form as inclusive a group as is found anywhere.

1

2

They are catalogued as the Ledridge, the Pearce, and the
3
Colonia Enrique collections.
In order to save repetition the characteristic shapes
found in incised wares will be discussed first.

The most

typical of the Chihuahua pottery shapes is the olla.

These

ollas never attain any great size such as found In many of
the Southwest wares;

The shape is more like that of a

large pear; there is no neck, the sides rising straight
and sloping gradually to the mouth which is wide.
the rim flares outward,

1.
2.
3.

Bims are rounded.

Ledridge Collection, 1934.
Pearce Collection, 1935.
Arizona State Museum Expedition, 1934.

Usually

The bottoms
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have a gradual curve and the shoulders are low but rounded.
Even the small ollas have this shape.

Some of the plain

ollas are more like late Gila ollas, having a fairly glob
ular body, short necks, and slightly outflaring rims. Bowls
are relatively scarce in the incised wares.

The nearest

approach to a bowl is seen in the squat, wide-mouthed jars
that are generally molded to represent human or bird forms.
Effigy forms, however, rarely bear incised decorations.
Pitchers are much like the ollas except for their handles.
The handles are broad and run from the rim to about the end
of the upper third of the vessel.

They are sport forms but

to describe each would hardly be worth while as they can
not be said to be distinctly characteristic.

.

The red incised wares may be subdivided on the basis
of whether they are, or are not, slipped.

The slipped red

wares are the finest from the standpoint of finish and
technique.

The slip varies from medium to a deep maroon

red, and is commonly highly polished after firing.

The

slipped wares again have to be divided on the basis of
decoration.

There are the plain incised and the painted

and incised wares.
The slipped incised ware has a hard even paste with
fine quartz tempering.
tan to red.

The color of the paste varies from

Vessel walls are medium thin; none of the

Chihuahua ware is characterized .by the very thin walls
sometimes seen in other Southwestern wares.

It gives a
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substantial appearance.
Incised decorations on the slipped red ware are com
paratively simple.

The use of out or cord incised lines to

resemble neck-coiling was very popular.

Another very char

acteristic type was to incise the entire body of the vessel
from base to rim with parallel, obliquely swirling lines.
(See Plate VIII)

Punctuate incisions over the entire body

(See Plate IX) to resemble indented coiled ware were em
ployed.

These incisions were made with a triangular shaped

instrument like that used on the olla reported from McEuen
Cave, Gila Mountains, Arizona.

There is occasional use of

hatchured squares or triangles, sometimes giving the vessel
a checkerboard effect.

There is such a strong resemblance

between these and textile designs that it seems, beyond
doubt, that these pieces illustrated designs employed in
weaving.

When this type of decoration was used, the incised

areas were usually not slipped, thus giving the vessel a
two-toned appearance due to the contrast between the deep
red of the slip and the light red or tan of the paste it
self.
It is often noticeable that the entire body of a
slipped vessel was not covered with the red color.

However,

the slip usually extended over at least two-thirds of the
surface and down on the interior of the neck;
The slipped red ware employing both painted and in
cised decoration comprises one of the most individualistic

PLATE VIII

Chihuahua Incised Rad Olla - Slipped Ware
Colonia Enrique Collection

Arizona State Museum
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of the Chihuahua pottery types.

An excellent description
1
of this ware is given by Henry A. Carey.
To quote Mr.

Carey:

"On some of the red ware vessels a certain method

of decoration was employed in which pairs of deeply incised
lines meander in a narrow band just above the greatest
diameter.

Between the pair of lines a thick coating of

black or red pigment was laid and afterwards polished.
surrounding surfaces were left rough.
two forms:

The

This technique takes

first, the lines remain parallel and zigzag

around the vessel describing symmetrical courses; second,
the lines remain parallel for a short distance then expand
to form geometric designs."

This ware, because it employs

black, red, and the unslipped buff to reddish-buff of the
surface,may be termed a polychrome.

(See Plate X)

The unslipped red ware is, as a rule, inferior to the
slipped.

It ranges in color from light orange red to medium

red to brown.

The paste of the vessel is coarser and the

finish of the surface is usually only smoothed.

Incising

is not as deep as on the slipped ware nor is it as carefully
executed.

Designs are more elaborate but irregular.

Her

ring-bone, hatchured triangles, cord incising, punctuate
elements, and parallel lines form the common elements of
design.

1.
2.

Sometimes a vessel was polished after incising

Carey, Henry A., An Analysis of the Northwestern Chi
huahua Culture.
Ibid, pp. 357-58.

PLATE IX

Chihuahua Incised Red 011a - Slipped Ware
Colonia Enrique Collection

Arizona.State Museum
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thus blurring the design and filling the incisions.

In

cising, in a number of cases, was so light as to verge on
scoring.
Incising on the black wares was generally restricted
to unpolished surfaces,

The usual shape was the olla.

In

cisions were simple lines, parallel, and running either
diagonally or horizontally on the body.

In most respects

the Incised Black is very similar to the Incised Red.
The Incised Buff is of two classes:
Buff and Incised Red-on-Buff.
cised Buff Polychrome.

plain Incised

A very rare type is the In

This latter type on careful in

spection will usually be seen to be a finely coiled rather
than incised ware.

However, incising does occur, though

instances are rare.
The Plain Incised Buff may or may not be slipped or
polished.

The texture of the paste is hard and even with

fine sand temper.

The greater percentage of the incising

is in imitation of neck-coiling.

These incisions may

either be cut by a tool or made with a cord.

(See Plate XI)

Practically the only variation from the neck incising is
the use of reed incisions.

These little incised circles

when used usually cover the entire surface of the vessel.
Incisions in this ware are not as deep as the red ware and
more closely spaced.
The majority of the Incised Red-on-Puff is an excel
lent ware.

The paste and finish is practically identical

PLATE X

F Chihuahua Incised Red Polychrome 011a
Pearce Collection, Columbus, New Mexico

/

Arizona State Museum
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to that of the plain huff.

The incised areas in both wares

do not bear a slip but here, as in the former ware, the re
maining surface of the vessel may or may not be slipped.
The incised area is confined to the upper third of the body,
the incisions being parallel, horizontal lines around the
neck.

Incisions are so closely spaced as to almost lie on

one another.

The red decoration begins where the incised

leaves off, and is in a narrow zone encircling the vessel
Just above or on the shoulder.

Elements consist of pendant

triangles, zigzags, serrations, and serrated triangles,
stepped figures, and solid areas.
and well executed.

(See Plate XII)

Designs are clear bold,
This ware is much

superior in technique and execution to the Incised Red-onBuff of the Middle Gila.

This is to be expected since it

seemingly falls much later in the time sequence.

Its re

lations to the Gila ware have been previously discussed so
no repetition will be made here.
In summary:

The incised wares of the Chihuahua area

would seem to be closely affiliated with the Mexican wares
to the south.

Certain of the design elements are more

characteristically Southwestern than Mexican.

It would

seem that the technique was borrowed from Mexico but that
the greater influence on the shape and decoration of the
wares was from the north.

PLATE XI

Chihuahua Incised Buff 011a - String Incising
Pearce Collection, Columbus, Hew Mexico

Arizona State Museum

PLATE XII

Chihuahua Incised Red-on-Buff
Ledridge Collection,
El Paso, Texas

Arizona State Museum
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THE PERIPHERAL AREAS
Generally speaking, the peripheral areas at present,
with the exception of the Sonoran country of northern Mex
ico, have but little importance in the treatment of the
incised wares of the Southwest.

It may be, that when we

are able to definitely trace the entire limit or extent of
Southwestern culture, some area may become important in the
consideration of this pottery type.

There are very inter

esting problems arising in connection with incised decora
tion in certain of the peripheries, but, unfortunately,
research into the development of the culture phases with
which they are connected is lacking.

Ho more can be done

than mention certain of the more important and more inter
esting of these questions.
THE HORTHERH PERIPHERY
The northern periphery includes the central to
northern sections of the states of Hevada, Utah, and Colo
rado.

We have already seen that as the culture extends "

west of the Colorado into western Utah and Hevada, the in
cised wares disappear.

There are no reports of this pot

tery type so far from Hevada which in the past few years
has come to the.attention of investigators as having a
typical Southwestern cultural development.

The attempt to

trace the extensions of culture into western Utah has so
far been very cursory, but the lack of incised wares just
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north of the Colorado River would cause one to believe that
this type of pottery is not to be expected anywhere along
the western section of the periphery.
It has been pointed out that the area north of the San
Juan is characterized by incising.

Dr. Cummings has found

that the northern extension of the area, especially along
the Green River, had no painted wares, and that modeling and
incising were the only two decorative methods in use.

In

cising was well executed on plain ware; it was done either
with a sharp implement or a cord.

The ware, while not fine,

nevertheless is of good quality.
The only section of the northern periphery lying in the
state of Colorado that has had any attention to date is
eastern Colorado where Dr. Renaud of the University of Den
ver has been conducting surveys of camp-sites and small
ruins.

This region was seemingly inhabited by a people of

a very low cultural level.

There is little or no develop

ment of the true pueblo culture, which fact would suggest
that this northeastern area was never inhabited by the
sedentary pueblo peoples of the Southwest, but instead,
marks a westernly extension of the Plains tribes.

The pot

tery from the, camp-sites is a very crude cooking ware and
never found in great abundance.

There are only a few sherds

of true pueblo ware to be found and they were intrusive

1.

Renaud, E. B., Archaeological Survey of Eastern Colo
rado.
i
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pieces as shown "by their paste and decoration.

Incising

was practically the only decorative technique employed on
the pottery of this area.

It is crudely applied with lit

tle or no attempt to arrive at any design.
.

'

•

The ware is
•

-

brownish to yellowish grey, heavily tempered,.and very
granular.
1
able.

The surfaces are very poorly finished and fri-

The finding of crude incised in this area might be ex
plained in two ways. .First, it may be that the pottery
found here is a product of a nomadic or semi-nomadic peoples
that came in contact with the civilized peoples of the South
west and borrowed from them the technique of pottery making.

Incising as a form of decoration could be explained

on the basis that these nomadic peoples, having little idea
of ceramic techniques, employed a decorative technique com
mon to them in the ornamentation of wood and stone, to re
lieve the monotonous surfaces of their crude vessels.

Sec

ond, there is a possibility that the manufacturers of this
pottery had gained their knowledge of making vessels of
'day and ornamenting them by cutting the surface from the
Mound Builder culture to the,east of them.

Possibly they

had come in contact with the sedentary peoples of the Missis
sippi Valley in some of their wanderings.
explanation is highly problematical.

1.

Either attempt at

It would seem that

Renaud, E. B . , Archaeological Survey of Eastern Colo
rado,
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these camp-sites are not indicative of any great age so it
is hard to say to just what period or to what people they
may belong.
THE EASTERN PERIPHERY
There is less known about this periphery than any other
and yet. it promises to be one of the most Interesting from
a scientific viewpoint.

For it is in the area lying east of

the. Pecos and west of the Mississippi Elver that the answer
to the question as to how much contact, diffusion, and re
lation there was between the Mound Builder and the South
western cultures is most likely to be found.

Y/e know that

the eastern section of the state of Texas was inhabited by
1
a typical Mound Builder people.
At the same time the ex-,
tension of the pueblo boundary is being carried further east
into Texas.

However, there are certain cultures in Texas

that do not seem to belong to either of these greater cul
tural developments.

The same would seem to be true in Okla

homa and elsewhere*

.

In the excavation of Pit ho use villages in the Mimbres
district in southwestern Bew Mexico,
uncovered a very interesting culture.

the Gila Pueblo
The peculiarity here

is that there are certain characteristics possessed by
the ancient pithouse people that are almost identical or
at least similar to characteristics possessed by the
Caddoan people of the lower Mississippi.
1.
2,

The Gila Pueblo

Pearce, J. E., The Archaeology of East Texas.
Gila Pueblo Expedition, Summer, 1934.
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is at work on the theory that there was a definite connec
tion here or that the Caddoan stocks migrated from the west
to the east.

The problem promises to yield cultural re

lations that formerly were unsuspected.

One of the bases

for drawing the connection is the presence in both cultures
of a similar type of incised ware.

When the work on the Mim-

bres culture has been completed by Dr. Haury and the Gila
Pueblo, another very important contribution to Southwestern
archaeology will have been made.

It is impossible to pres

ent here the hypothesis in full or to give a very compre
hensive picture of the problem at hand.
THE WESTERN PERIPHERY
As one proceeds west of the Verde and Hassayampa and
the Gila Bend area, the cultures get cruder and arts become
very degenerate.

The majority of the Prescott Blaek-on-Grey

area lies west of the Verde and is a typical example of a
backward development.

West of this area to the Colorado is

a comparatively unexplored region.

What little research has

been done on the east side of the Colorado reveals little
more than camp-sites and isolated structures.

The Califor

nia area is even more barren, the Mohave desert and the re
gion to the south of it being too arid and desolate to pro
mote any development or even to support any primitive group
of people.
The only examples of incised wares coming from this
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periphery are modern.

Where found at camp-sites, there is

nothing to indicate that they might have belonged to the
prehistoric periods.

One of these wares is the Incised

Brown ware of the San Digueno Indians of the lower part of
the state of California and the upper part of the peninsula
of lower California.

This ware is modern, that is, it had

its development after prehistoric times.
1
The second ware is a crude incised Red-on-Buff that
may be attributed to the Mohave Indians;

There is a pos

sibility that this ware may be a degenerate peripheral
continuation of the prehistoric Incised Red-on-Buff of the
Gila.

However, such a possibility is not very feasible and

certainly such a theory has no basis on which to be ad
vanced at present.

-•

Altogether the western periphery is culturally barren
and certainly not very important in the analysis of the
Southwestern complex.
THE SOUTHERN PERIPHERY
This periphery, with that to the east, forms the most
important of these areas to the Southwest.

It lies in the

Mexican area and that fact alone is of tremendous import.
To the south of the states of Sonora and Chihuahua in north
ern Mexico one begins to encounter cultures that exhibit

1.

Rodgers, M. J., Report of an Archaeological Reconnais
sance in the Mohave Sink Region.
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certain typical Mexican traits.

These cultures are well

illustrated at the ruins of La Quemada and Ohalehihuites ,
in the state of Zacatecas.

However, there are also certain

features to be encountered in these ruins, especially in
the architecture, that are peculiarly reminiscent of the
pueblo cultures to the north of them.

The theory is ad

vanced that Ohalehihuites and La Quemada represent transi
tional stages between the great cultures of the Valley of
Mexico and the Southwest Pueblo cultures.

A study of the

architecture and the arts would make such a theory very
logical.

A complete discussion of this theory and the

arguments it presents is a thesis within itself and bare
mention of it can but be made here.

It will be interest

ing to know just what these transitional cultures represent
and what knowledge of movements and diffusion can be in
ferred from a study of their arts and traits.
The Casas Grandes region not only is a peripheral cul
ture of the Southwest but also one of Mexico.

As such it

might be expected to be the southern termination of South
western culture for its area.

However, investigations are

revealing a typical Southwestern culture, exemplified to
date by Cave culture, extending down into Mexico to the east
of Chihuahua.

How far south this may extend is doubtful.

What extensions may lie south of the Casas Grandes area is
also a blank page in the prehistoric development of this coun
try.

But to the west of Casas Grandes, in the state of
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Sonora, there is a well defined phase of Southwestern de
velopment.
The Sonoran cultures might have been considered either
under the Gila or under the Chihuahua classification for
they are peripheral to both areas and borrowed or developed
culture traits common to both.

Perhaps it would not have

been amiss to have treated them under either heading for,as
has been pointed out, there is a close connection and line
of development traceable between the Gila arid the Casas
Grandes.^ But as Sonora is confusing in that it borrowed in
dividual traits from each region, it is best considered un
der its proper heading of a peripheral area.
There are two general types of incised wares coming
from Sonora:

a crude Red-on-Buff Incised, and the Chihuahua

Incised wares.

Of the two the Incised Red-on-Buff is the

more important because of the close association of the area
to the Gila.
Such surveys as have been made of the Sonoran area show
Incised Red-on-Buff to be found in association with crude
rock shelters and small houses of single rooms or clusters
of rooms.

The ware is a very crude type made of coarse,

porous paste and carelessly finished.

The decorations in

the red paint are poorly executed in scattered irregular
lines.

The incising is on the exterior and consists of lines

carelessly scratched on the surface.Occasionally there is
an incised pattern surrounding the bowl or olla above which
1.

Amsden, M . , Archaeological Reconnaissance in Sonora.
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was painted an irregular broad red line.

The background of

this ware varies from light creamy buff to almost a red. .
The greatest development of this ware was in northeastern
Sonora though it is found up and down the Bavispe and Son
oran drainages.

The pottery is spoken of by some writers

as the Trincheras Tarlent of Red-on-Buff.

It is found

associated with both Chihuahua incised or gouged ware and
Chihuahua polychromes.

However, this association is one of

area and not a proved one of history or time.
The associations of this type of Incised Red-on-Buff
would point to an intrusion or borrowing from the Chihuahuan culture to the east.

However, Incised Red-on-Buff in

Chihuahua was a highly specialized type, a product of very
skilled potters and very stylized.
is exceedingly crude.
that preceded

The pottery of Sonora

Furthermore, it comes from sites

a true pueblo development.

As such it is

more reasonable to suppose that it is a degenerate Gila
ware marking the southern extension of the Red-on-Buff of
the Hohokam.

As a peripheral ware its development would

be expected to be retarded.

It is also quite possible that

this ware had died out before the intrusion of the Chihua
hua wares.
The Chihuahua wares may again be subdivided into two
types.
le

One class is comprised of those wares that were de

Sauer, C. and Brand, D., Prehistoric Settlements of
Sonora, with Special Reference to Cerros de Trincheras,
pp. 102-104.
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finitely trade pieces or made "by potters that had migrated
into the Sonoran area.

The second group is made up of in

cised wares that were copies of the Chihuahuan style but
manufactured from inferior materials by potters whose tech
nique was crude and undeveloped.

There is a good resemblance

that warrants their origin being traced to Chihuahua, but
the workmanship is not that of the.classic potters to the
east.
Ho time sequences have been traced for the Sonoran
area and really, so to speak, the pottery classification
has not been established.
Generally speaking, then, the peripheries of greatest
import and of greatest interest to the student of the pre
historic Southwest are those lying to the east and the
south of this center of development.

The reason for such

an interest naturally has its basis in the proximity of
those two areas to the other two great Horth American cul
ture centers..
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CONCLUSION

The analysis made in this paper had led to certain
rather definite conclusions and has also raised several very
interesting questions and problems.
The conclusions drawn are as follows:
1) Incising as a decorative technique occurs or
occurred only sporadically in the Southwest
with only a few exceptions.
2) Incising is more characteristic of the earlier
wares and of those wares that held over from an
early period.
3) Incising in the Southwest was mainly restricted
to plain and corrugated wares.
4) The decorative elements employed by the incised
method had their influence on later decorated
wares.
5) Incising as a decorative technique was one of
the first to disappear with the decline of the
Late Pueblo Period, contemporaneous with the
disappearance of the corrugated wares.
6) The incised wares of the Southwest may have had
two sources of origin:

independent invention

and introduction from Mexico.
7) The fact that one might expect to find incised
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wares that occurred late in the time sequence
in greater abundance in peripheral areas is
not borne out by present date availablei
The conclusions arrived at, to a certain extent, tie
into one another and the bases for drawing one may also be
the bases for arriving at another.

Therefore, in the dis

cussion or elaboration of the above outline that follows a
certain amount of overlapping will take place.
The statement is made that incising as a decorative
motif occurred only sporadically in the Southwest.

Such a

statement takes into consideration the relation percent of
incised wares in proportion to other decorated types.

A

survey of the region reveals the fact that in only two, pos
sibly three, areas, the Pajarito Plateau,- Chama Valley area
of Sew Mexico, and the Casas Grandes Basin of Chihuahua,
Mexico, do we find incised wares occurring in such a per
centage as to enable one to say that they were a character
istic pottery type of the locality.

An exception is the

Incised Red-on-Buff of the Middle Gila.

However, this

latter ware is better included as a sub-type of Red-onBuff and not isolated as a separate type.

Present investi

gation shows this to be a far more important ware than
hitherto thought.
As a rule incised wares, excepting the three wares just
mentioned, when they appear in an area, do not remain con
stant; that is, one cannot always expect to find them at a
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certain place in the pottery sequence nor can one say that
they are more likely to occur in conjunction with one ware
than another.
Furthermorej it is extremely difficult to try and trace
any sequence of diffusion of incised wares that would ex
plain their appearance in certain localities at certain
times.

There are two ways of explaining this.

One may say

that incised technique was a purely local invention wherever
it occurred.

Knowing as much as we do of the diffusion of

culture traits, trade, and "borrowing that went on in the
Southwest, the above explanation is hardly worthy of con
sideration.

In the second place, one may say that incis

ing was an early technique that fell into rapid disuse with
the ascendancy of Black-on-White and Black-on-Red, only to
enjoy short lived periods of vogue in scattered localities
since the use was perpetuated in the cooking wares that
were in themselves a perpetuation of earlier forms.

The

latter explanation seems to be the more logical on the
basis of the research done.

(Neither of these explanations

will suffice in an attempt to include the Casas Grandes cul
ture in the Southwest sequence, and it will be well to state
that in the generalities drawn, the Mexican culture is to
an extent excluded since it represents certain'peculiarities
that are not typically Southwestern and presents a separate
problem within itself.)

.

The second conclusion arrived at was that incising was
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more characteristic of the earlier wares and of those wares
that held over from an early period.

The best example:

of

incising as an early technique is seen in the San Juan where
pottery either had an independent invention of where the
impetus from another culture could only have been the bare
idea that vessels could be made of clay; and in the early
phase of the Hohokam culture of the Middle Gila.

The first

decorative technique in the San Juan was incising.

This

consisted only of irregular lines and dots but the fact
that it was applied to unfired containers that were the
proto-types of true ceramics is significant.

Even with the

invention of firing and the beginnings of Blaek-on-Grey,
the forerunner of Black-on-White, incising continued as a
means of achieving design.

Soon after the invention of

firing came the invention of coiling, which in its earlier
phases was restricted to the necks of vessels.

Corrugation

followed the coiled neck ware though the latter was re
tained in completely coiled vessels in which the body coils
were obliterated.

However, careful examination of some :

vessels will show the neck coils to have been represented
by incised lines either parallel or cut around and around
the vessel in the same way that the neck coils were laid up;
Hext, it will be seen that the first decoration of corrugated
vessels outside of the decorative effect achieved by the
corrugations themselves was the use of incised lines cut
vertically or obliquely across the corrugations.

The most

'
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common use of incising was in the corrugated wares to give
contrast to and relieve the monotony of the parallel coils.
As such it was carried on until the near disappearance of
the corrugated wares following the great Pueblo Period. In
the Hohokam culture those wares previous to Colonial Bed-onBuff were often incised on the external surface.

Phis con

sisted mainly of lines and parallel lines but it was an im
portant element in the decorative scheme.
We also find incising occurring occasionally in plain
cooking wares that were also one type carried over from
early to late times.
In the Southwest we do not find any great use of in
cising in connection with painted designs, either to out
line the design itself or incorporated as one of the in
tegral elements of the decoration.

This method of employ

ing incising is seen in both the Mexican area to the south
v

and the Mound Builder area to the east.

It is undoubtedly

to Mexico that we must look for the origin of the Chihuahuan wares that make use of this method.

The incised Red-

on-Buff of the Gila is, of course, a problem.

It is logical

to suppose that it received its impetus from Mexico.

How

ever, there is reason to doubt any of the current theories
regarding its origin;

The excavation at Snaketown by Dr.

Haury will undoubtedly throw more light one way or another
when the results are tabulated.

But on the whole we are

justified in saying that incising in the Southwest was
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mainly restricted to plain wares.
The evidence that incising was the earliest or one of
the earliest decorative motifs employed suggests the idea
that as such the elements employed had their effect on
later forms of decoration.

The first Blaek-on-Grey made

use of the same simple lines and dots that were employed
in the earlier incised wares of the San Juan.

As incising

improved it made use of triangles, chevrons, continuous
zigzag lines, and so on.

These same elements are seen on

what we are accustomed to call Early Period Black-on-White.
In the corrugated wares the incising used to relieve the
monotony of the regular coils seems to have been the im
petus for the beautiful designs on corrugated pottery
achieved by manipulation of the indentations.

The beaut

iful use of black lines on certain white and red wares to
give a herring-bone, wicker-work, or interlacing hatched
design is strongly reminiscent of certain incised wares of
either cruder or earlier manufacture.

The incising used In

the exterior decoration of the earlier Red-on-Buff wares of
the Gila seems to have been the basis for certain elements
of design later carried out in paint.
argument is:

But the greatest

incising in the Southwest made exclusive use

of rectilinear elements; the painted wares employed designs
preponderantly rectilinear.

Where curvilinear elements are

used, they are more characteristic of later development.
This is applicable to the northern cultures, not the Gila
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area.
As an early method and one that never gained any great
or wide-spread popularity, incising was the first technique
to disappear with the decline of the Classical Pueblo Per
iod.

Its decline was nearly contemporaneous with that of

the corrugated wares which raises the question as to how
dependent incising as a decorative technique was on the in
dented coil wares for its survival.

Seemingly the two were

closely bound together.
Investigations into culture traits has revealed the
fact that quite often the older traits are to be found in
greater abundance or will have survived only in peripheral
areas where development, due to the greater distance from
the center of culture, will be retarded.

Having established

the fact that incising as a decorative technique was one of
the first employed, we would naturally look for its greatest
survival at a later period in the peripheral areas.

However,

such investigation as has taken place to date does not show
this to always be true.

It must be taken into consideration

though that the time sequences for the peripheral areas have
not been definitely established and that, also, little work
has been done toward either investigating the peripheries
or their cultural sequences;

So the conclusion that we have

reached is a tentative one and probably will be subject to
considerable revision on the basis of future investigation.
As we proceed west along the San Juan and its tribut
aries and thence into western Utah, northwestern Arizona,
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and Nevada, it is seen that incised wares disappear alto
gether.

There is no mention of even incised sherds until

we enter into the Mohave area of western Arizona and east
ern California.

However, this ware, an Incised Red-on-Buff

seems to he a modern invention and so far as the relations
have been worked out today, in no way,connected with the In
cised Red-on-Buff of the Gila.

Southern California and on

into Lower California is a more or less modern culture area.
There was little or no extension of pueblo culture this far
west, the region being the home it would seem of nomadic
tribes.

Whether the incised ware of the modern Yuma and

San Bigueno can have any connection with the prehistoric
incised ware of the Southwest is rather doubtful.
Incising in the northern periphery of the San Juan was
a major decorative technique, and along with modeling in the
form of vegetables, the only decorative method used.
The Northeastern peripheral area is rather a doubtful
one at the best.

It is hard to say just how far east beyond

the Mesa Verde and how far north of New Mexico Southwestern
culture may have extended.

Seemingly not very far for the

Southwest area soon branches into the plains area and the
material cultural remains may soon be suspected of being
those of nomadic tribes;

There is some percentage of in

cised ware to be found in eastern Colorado but since no
sequence whatsoever has been worked out for the pottery
types of that locality, we are unable to say just where the
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incised may fit in.
What has been said of the northeastern periphery is
equally as true of the eastern.

However, investigations

are carrying the boundaries of the pueblo culture further
east but so far we have no accounts on the remains found
other than they are pueblo in culture.

In Texas the pueblo

culture seems to die out and give way toward northeastern
Texas to the Mound Builder.

If the connection suspected by

Gila Pueblo between the early prehistoric people of south
ern Hew Mexico and the Caddo stocks of the Mississippi- can
be established, then we may expect to find that Texas and
Oklahoma will yield us considerable valuable material in
the future.
The southern periphery lies in Mexico and unless some
thing may come to light in northeastern Mexico, the most
puebloan section of the southern periphery lies in the
states of Sonora and Chihuahua, Mexico.

This is also the

most interesting of all the peripheries in the light of the
problems it presents.
The Sonoran region is seemingly the center of a more
or less degenerated or a less advanced type of pueblo cul
ture.

The area has yielded considerable incised ware

though usually of rather a crude nature.

There is also a

rare type that makes use of incising in connection with
Red-on-Buff painted decoration.

The area or center of

greatest abundance of this ware lies near to the western
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extension of the Casas Grandes culture and seemingly the
technique was borrowed from the Chlhuahuan culture.

But

the main finger would point to a southerly extension
early Incised Red-on-Buff.

of

The question is further com

plicated by the many points of similarity between the
Casas Grandes and the Hohokam cultures including the pres
ence in the Chlhuahuan culture of Incised Red-on-Buff.
Were these two closely bound through trade or may they have
had a common origin, or might one have been an offshoot of
the other?

It was formerly thought that Red-on-Buff came

into the Gila in a well developed stage and therefore must
have had its origin elsewhere.• But what of the sequence
that has been uncovered at Snaketown?

The same problems

that arise here also arise under the next topic that we
will discuss, so will be considered later.

We might make

a tentative statement and say that on the basis of present
evidence the incised wares of the Sonoran region, with the
exception of Incised Red-on-Buff seem to have been adopted
from the Casas Grandes culture, but that Incised Red-onBuff seems more likely to have been a southern extension
and degeneration of Gila Incised Red-on-Buff..
The question as to the origin of incised wares is
after all the question as to the origin of pottery in the
Southwest in general.

It has been pointed out that it

seems very probable that pottery might have had an independ
ent invention in the San Juan area, or at the.least, it
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could have been little more than the bare idea of pottery
manufacture, that was introduced.

If pottery had an in

dependent invention, then the incised technique was also
independent in origin.

If the idea, or even the technique

of pottery manufacture,was introduced from an outside cul
ture, the only logical source of that introduction was
Mexico.

Since incising is so prevalent in Mexico, it is

possible that this decorative technique may have been in
troduced also.

However, it would seem, from all evidence

available that little more than the idea of making clay
vessels was adopted and considering that it is very doubt
ful if the decorative technique was anything but indigenous.
Furthermore, we must take into consideration the use of
incising in the decoration of gourds, which were the fore
runners of pottery in the San Juan.

The true state of con

ditions can never be traced and the best we can do is to
try and make our inferences as logical as the facts permit.
There is, however, one very significant fact that may change
the entire scheme, set up above.

That is the tracing out of

a sequence for Red-on-Buff from what seems to be a very
early beginning that starts with a crude plain ware.

What

effect the excavations at Snaketown may have on the present
position of Southwestern cultural sequences and complexes
is hard to say.

Certainly a lot of theories that have

seemed to have some bases to date are being disrupted.

If

the Gila cultures are. older than anyone has thought, they,
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being closer to the more primitive northern cultures, may
have had considerable influence hitherto unexpected.

In

cising as a decorative technique in the north may have been
copied from the Gila cultures.

The question then arises

as to the origin of incising in the Gila.

Before, we had

always thought that the Gila cultures, allied as closely
as they were with the Chihuahuan culture to the south, had
borrowed more from the Mexican cultures than any other of
the typical Southwestern localities.

How the question

arises as to how much of the Gila culture complex was bor
rowed.

It still is quite logical to suppose that the im

petus was from Mexico.

And certainly the use of incising

with painted decoration is more typically Mexican than
Southwestern.

Perhaps it is rather useless at this time

to even attempt to raise these suggestions for the outcome
lies in the future, and until further research is conducted,
no one is at liberty to draw any conclusions, .
, A study or a survey of the ceramics of Horth America
reveals the fact that incising as a means of. achieving
decoration was fairly common and prevalent not only in pre
historic but in.historic times.
mind is:
trait?

The question that comes to

Is incising of pottery a Horth American culture
To set up such a hypothesis would not be out .of

order since incising is so general a characteristic of
Horth American pottery typest •
In the Mound Builder and southeastern states areas
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the percentage of incised pottery runs fairly high.

In the

Mexican and Central American areas this is also true.

In

historic times it will be noticed that extending from the
Caddoan area in the south to the Iriquoin-Algonkin area in
the north, incising was a fairly universal decorative tech
nique.

The modern potters of Mexico use incising.

But in

the Southwest incising added little to the pottery complex.
Neither is it employed by the modern Southwestern potters.
Why did a culture that seemingly had its greatest impetus
from Mexico take so little from that culture?

One answer

that might be advanced is that the Southwest is a peri
pheral culture, a branch of the mother stock of Mexico
that broke off at an early period and developed elements
and characteristics peculiar unto itself.

The objection

might be raised that there is evidence of culture contact
with Mexico in the late prehistoric period.

However, it

should be taken into consideration that the cultural con
tacts were through gradual transmission of either objects
or ideas from one people to another, an infiltration that
would be influenced by every group with which it came in
contact and would be greatly modified by the time it
reached a peripheral area.

There is another point in this

connection that should not be overlooked.

In the dis

cussion of pottery origin it was brought out that little
more than the bare idea of pottery making could have been
introduced from Mexico to any of the areas north of the
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Gila due to the same infiltration mentioned above.

Because

of its peripheral location, the Southwest at an early period
(and perhaps due to the innate genius of its native artists)
developed a very typical and highly specialized ceramic art
of its own, readily recognizable from any of the Mexican
wares.

This specialization then seems to be the answer in

the larger sense to the question raised.

In the specializa

tion incising played but little part.
If the hypothesis of incising being a North American
culture trait is to be solved, the specialized phases of
each area must first be analyzed as has been done here.
This analysis, if made only for its own particular field,
would have little value except as it helped establish the
time and ceramic sequence of the locality.

But as a step

in trying to solve a particular problem of the American
ceramic sequence and its significance as such, it gains
added value.

It is with this problem in mind that I have

undertaken the analysis of what seems to be a very minor
phase of the Southwestern cultural complex.
A survey, as is made here,then is important in that
it is an aid to a better understanding of the sequence or
chronology of that specialized phase of North American
culture found in the Southwest.

The ultimate object is to

try and determine just what was its part in the North
American, and further, in the entire American complex.

How

did it tie in with the cultures to the east and the south?
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How far was it influenced "by, or did it influence, those
cultures?
raised.

Innumerable questions that can be raised, are
The solution can only be arrived at by analyzing

each phase, and with an understanding of each, see if the
pattern can be reconstructed.
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